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FROM THE CHAIR

REALTORS® get more “Bang for
the buck”!

O

ne of the first things I did when I became a RE-

the 100 Days of Greatness Program, which normally

ALTOR was to go online and access all the

costs $495, I had one of my agents (who is certified fa-

REALTOR® benefits that the National Associa-

cilitator for Buffini) to start a class at our office this

tion of REALTORS (NAR) provides. It has been over

past April. Individual agents visit buffiniandcompany.

21 years, and today I still today utilize NAR’s REAL-

com/100DaysNAR to sign up and create an account.

®

®

TOR Benefits Program.
®

®

I have used the member discounts to
purchase cars and rent them as well.

Tanya Monroe, CRB,
C-RETS, PMN, GRI,
ABR, PSA, ePRO,
AHWD, SFR, C2Ex

2021 HRRA
Chairman of the
Board

You will need your NAR Membership ID
(NRDS) handy to get this discount. You
will receive a kit in the mail contain-

I have used the
ing an interactive workbook, marmember
discounts
to
obtaining insurance quotes for
keting material and personal
purchase cars and rent them
my homeowner and auto innotes to use during the 14as
well.
I
have
even
used
surance. My thought is that
week program.
benefits when obtaining
NAR brings you savings and
Next, I had the opportunity
insurance
quotes
for
my
unique offers on products
to recommend several of my
homeowner and auto
and services just for us (REagents to REALTORS® Ininsurance. My thought is that
surance Place. This member
ALTORS®). We are getting
NAR brings you savings and
the “Bang for the buck” by
benefit is an exclusive health,
unique offers on products
checking first at http://www.
dental, and vision coverage,
and services just for us
nar.realtor/RealtorBenefits.
plus life insurance, telemedicine
(REALTORS®).
This is the first place you stop
and a variety of wellness solutions
I have even used benefits when

when you shop, whether it is for your
professional or personal needs. Remember

that will benefit NAR members. Here
you will find plans for all stages of life and

there is power in numbers. NAR has over 1.4 million

even an offering that extends to your pets. Within RE-

members!

ALTORS® Insurance Place, NAR members can obtain

In addition, program partners are carefully selected, so you can be assured they understand the unique

quotes, compare plans and purchase directly online. All
offers are from top-rated carriers.

needs of real estate professionals and are committed to

Complimentary assistance is provided by benefit

your success. There is a list of over 30 industry-leading

specialists that are available to personally help you

companies that are part of the program. I will share

with your individual insurance needs. They can help

just a few with you.

you navigate the insurance landscape and identify

First is Buffini’s new-agent training program, 100
Days of Greatness Program. This is a 14-week pro-

products and plans that suit the financial considerations and healthcare needs of you and your family.

gram, which is a step-by-step approach to building a

Are you aware that NAR has negotiated a

successful real estate business. This program will also

significantly reduced rate for “Members TeleHealth”?

serve those looking to take their business to the next

Just $7 per month provides effective virtual healthcare

level. You may recall from a previous article I wrote

for you and your family, with unlimited visits and no

about doing business by referral to grow and maintain

co-pays. As an additional benefit, the prior activation

your business. This system is at the top of my list. I

fee has also been waived. Also, this provides access to

have been both student and mentor.

licensed physicians through telephone, smartphone

So, when I saw that Buffini was offering an ex-

app, web chat, or email, and offers a convenient and

clusive member benefit to NAR members of $100 off

cost-effective way to get a diagnosis and treatment for
(continued on page 19)
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A Picture is Worth 1,000 Words
RECENT PHOTOS OF HRRA MEMBERS AND EVENTS

Mini Golf Tournament scores hole in one for charities
We don’t know how to fit so much fun (and smiles!) on one page, but we’ll give it our best shot. HRRA’s inaugural Mini Golf Tournament
and After-Party, presented by the Affiliates Council at the Oceanfront’s Jungle Golf and The Shack, scored a hole in one May 19 for
Children’s Hospital of The King’s Daughters and the Preston Midgett Scholarship Fund. Each charity will receive $1,800 in proceeds
thanks to the fundraising fun. Thanks to all who came out in the spirit of friendly competition and long-missed camaraderie, and big
congrats to the winners who took home prizes: Champion Team, Dan + 3; Wackiest Outfit, Big Putts; Hole in One, Michele Obenour
with Howard Hanna Hot Shots; and Wackiest Shot, Fore Players. Check out these beautiful faces who really aced a good time!
– Victoria Hecht, Vice President of Communications, Public Relations and Media Relations

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • July & August, 2021
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CEO CORNER

Leverage your benefits and
watch yourself succeed

I

think I have read at least 1,000 times, in at least 100

our Education Department and volunteer members are

ways, the maxim “You get back what you put in.”

bringing in a nationally known speaker regarding smart

The reason platitudes are platitudes is because they

growth in our area. Our Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

are found to be true time and time again.

Committee brought in a Pulitzer Prize-winning inves-

One of the most interesting things I have run into

tigative journalist to share what happened (and how it

at HRRA is the sheer volume of non-REALTOR® firms.

could have been avoided) to a group of Long Island RE-

What you all may not know is that I come from a Thomp-

ALTORS® who failed Fair Housing testers miserably.

son state. What this means is that agents in Alabama,

There has been not one minute of any day this year

Dr. Dawn Kennedy,

Georgia and Florida cannot be required to be a REAL-

of the pandemic and beyond that you were not allowed to

CAE, RCE, C2EX,

TOR® in order to access MLS services.

sell real estate here in Virginia. Why? Because we are an

GREEN, ePRO

Even though REALTOR membership is
®

not required in these states we did not
HRRA CEO

advocacy organization with a super strong voice who
demanded we be classified as essential work-

have the non-REALTOR percent-

ers. THIS IS YOUR RPAC DOLLARS

®

age that we do at HRRA.
I have spent the last few
months (I started in Virginia
on Jan. 18) analyzing why
this phenomenon occurs
here but not in Atlanta,
Huntsville or Miami. The
answer became clear to me
fairly early: We do offer a
tremendous amount of benefit and value, especially when
coupled with the National Asso-

There has been not
HARD AT WORK PROTECTING
one minute of any day
YOUR INCOME!
this year of the pandemic
We have prevented sales
and beyond that you were
tax on your commissions. We
not allowed to sell real
have prevented the elimination
estate here in Virginia.
of the home mortgage interWhy? Because we are an
est deduction. We got the 20%
advocacy organization with
pass-through sole proprietor tax
a super strong voice who
break. We got flood insurance exdemanded we be
tended. We got Dodd-Frank modiclassified as essential
fied. We are working on governmentworkers.
sponsored enterprises reform. This is

ciation of REALTORS® and Virginia
REALTORS , but I think the nonmember
®

firms, and even our members, simply do not know it.

have accomplished as organized real estate.
As nonmember firms proliferate our voice is weak-

We are an advocacy organization. That is what organized

ened, our power diminished. Nonmembers do still ben-

real estate is: a creation designed to advocate for the

efit from your dues dollars, your RPAC dollars and the

health and wellbeing of our industry. The stronger we

hard work of our volunteers. But if they grow larger, we

are, the louder our voice in local issues. We are the gate-

grow smaller.

keepers of the American Dream. We are the gatekeepers
of private property rights.

You get what you put in. Donate your Fair Share
of $35. If you don’t know how, we will process the

For example, we recently were able to educate Vir-

contribution for you. Just call our offices at 757-473-9700

ginia Beach residents about their rights regarding using

and ask for Government Affairs, or stop by and pick up a

their property as they see fit as related to short-term

contribution card.

rentals. This is just one small local example.

6

just an incredibly small sample of what we

Finally, the more you leverage your association ben-

Our Government Affairs Department and Commit-

efits the more the association helps you succeed. There is

tee members are working on a revitalization project, and

a reason so many top-producing REALTORS® serve on

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • July & August, 2021

(continued on page 11)

REALTOR® benefits: What you
don’t know could be costing you!

W

hat do you get by being a REALTOR®? In our

action. This is also a great promotion to use when

market, this question can come up often due

talking to consumers and educating them on our Code

to our third-party MLS system. I have heard

of Ethics.
Inman Select: Keep up with what’s

so many times, “I have to be a REALTOR®
because my broker is.”

happening

I became a REALTOR® in
1988, and my first broker was
Tom Stevens, who later went
Alan Thompson,

on to become the president

CRS, GRI

of the National Association
of

Chair, Resale Council

REALTORS

®

(NAR).

He started me off right by
advising me to get involved in
the REALTOR® organization
because, like with anything,
the more active you are, the
more you see the benefits and can
take advantage of them.

There are many
more offerings, discounts
and benefits at the
local, state and national
levels that make being a
REALTOR® not just a great
financial return, but also
a tremendous opportunity
for professional
growth.

in

our

industry

daily.

Virginia REALTORS® offers this
service FREE to its members. If
you aren’t a member, it costs at
least $99 per year!
REALTOR® Benefits Program: NAR has a terrific
member

benefits

program

that gives discounts on insurance, appliances, technology,
vehicles (this alone saved me
the cost of my membership one
year!) cell phone service, travel,

shipping and much more.
Events and networking: OK, we all

We often hear about the advocacy
that HRRA, Virginia REALTORS® and NAR do.

know that COVID-19 has changed a few things

But let’s face it: Every licensee benefits from this work,

during the past 18 months. This makes me even more

too. So, let’s look at some of the benefits you must be a

excited to get back to in-person events and networking!

member to enjoy:

From local council meetings to networking activities,

Education: We all know that to be successful in

Affiliates-presented gatherings to education events, the

real estate, you must do more than just go to class, get

Virginia REALTORS® conference to assorted trainings,

your license and do your continuing ed. The practice

I strongly advise you to get involved.

of real estate is so much more than the licensing

And if you have never been to one, put NAR’s

course exposes you to. Education programs offered to

annual convention on your business travel list. It has

REALTORS® include many designation programs,

terrific education programs, and I have paid for it many

local council and committee trainings, and courses on

times over through the networking that I have done via

trending and new programs, activities and legal topics.

this event over the years.

Legal and tech help: Through your affiliation

There are many more offerings, discounts and

with Virginia REALTORS , you can get free answers

benefits at the local, state and national levels that make

to questions on Virginia real estate law and access to

being a REALTOR® not just a great financial return, but

Tech Helpline support via phone (800-276-4216), email

also a tremendous opportunity for professional growth.

or online chat for help with whatever technology you

Ultimately, you get out of the REALTOR®

®

organization what you put into it, and the effort you

are using.
Arbitration

and

mediation:

This

service

saves members thousands of dollars in legal costs by

expend to become involved or just to research the
benefits will pay you back many fold!

⌂

solving consumer and member to member complaints
by arbitrating instead of going straight to legal/court

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • July & August, 2021
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“That’s Who We R”
REALTOR® Spotlight
WHO: Jackie Feagin, GRI,ePro, ABR,
MRP, HSE, CDPE, C2Ex, AHWD,
associate broker with Berkshire
Hathaway HomeServices Towne Realty

they are. REALTORS® promote and
protect that right every day through
various initiatives and pollical action
committees.

HRRA MEMBER SINCE: 2003

FAVORITE REALTOR® BENEFIT:
All the education that is available to
REALTORS® is the best benefit in my
opinion. There is always something
new to learn to help sharpen our skills.
This helps us to be better REALTORS®
and advocates for our community.

REALTOR® ACTIVITIES/
ACCOLADES: Circle of Excellencesm
Committee, Virginia Beach vice-chair
for Government Affairs, Circle of
Excellencesm awardee as an individual
and team since 2003
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
I've always believed in community
involvement and have participated in
many volunteer positions at our various
bases around the world. In Hampton
Roads, I have been just as active. I was
a past member of a Children’s Hospital
of the King’s Daughters (CHKD) Circle,
a past member of the Virginia Stage
Company and past member of the
Catholic High School Board. Currently,
I'm serving on the board for Virginia
Beach Fellows.
I CHOSE TO BECOME A REALTOR®
BECAUSE: I believe that everyone
should have the right to live where
they want to live regardless of who

FAVORITE HRRA ACTIVITY AND
WHY: My favorite activity is when we
all go to the Tides baseball game on
REALTOR® Night. Sports is one of my
favorite pastimes. Supporting our local
team with others is a great way to get
to know each other better. We get to
take a break from the daily business of
negotiating with some friendly faces.

Jackie
Feagin
to know our other members. She knew
almost everyone in the room. I knew
from that first awards ceremony that I
always wanted to attend.

I AM PROUD TO CALL MYSELF
A REALTOR® BECAUSE: The
designation letters behind the name
show my commitment to constantly
improving myself to be better for my
clients. It shows my clients that I am
always striving to learn all the new
technology and laws that can make a
difference with their transactions.

BEST PIECE OF ADVICE FOR
FELLOW REALTORS®: Never stop
improving yourself and your business.
If you don't know something, ask your
broker. Your broker should always be
willing to help you grow!

MOST MEMORABLE HRRA
MOMENT: The most memorable
moment was when I went to the awards
in 2004 for the first time. My broker at
the time was so supportive of being a
REALTOR® and staying involved with
other REALTORS®. She definitely set
the stage for why it's important to get

Account Manager Wanted: Are you someone who puts customers first and can build
and foster relationships? Do you thrive handling key accounts and being on the front lines when it comes
to communicating value and ensuring a seamless customer experience? Do you thrive in a fast-paced
environment where you seek to drive growth by boosting sales and forging strong relationship with new/
existing clients? AHS is looking for an Account Manager to join the Sales team!
Contact Craig Wolf – craig.wolf@ahs.com or apply on-line!
https://frontdoor.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/ahshield/job/Norfolk-Virginia/Account-Executive-Outside-Sales_
R0015207-1
Hampton Roads REALTOR® • July & August, 2021
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Re-engage to make the most of
your Affiliate membership

C

an you believe it? It’s already July 2021! Most of
us have spent the last year working hard, reinventing how we do business and trying to stay

focused when there have been many fears, distractions
and challenges not only in real estate but in our personal
lives.
As COVID-19 starts to fade and life is opening back
up, now it the perfect to time to re-evaluate your business
plan for 2021. Your Affiliate membership is the perfect

Carrie Williams

Vice Chair, Affiliates
Council

place to start! I have been an Affiliate member of HRRA
for over 15 years. The connections and friendships I have
made with REALTORS® and Affiliates alike has had a
great impact on the growth in my business over those
years. The key to this is being engaged and providing a consistent presence within the HRRA

Perhaps meetings aren’t your thing. There
are numerous social events planned for
later this year. The Affiliates Council

community.

The connections
will be hosting the annual Wine
and
friendships
I
have
& Cheese Social combined with
ties each month to participate in
made with REALTORS®
the Chili Cookoff and Tailgate
meetings and events that it can
and
Affiliates
alike
has
Party this fall.
almost be overwhelming. Start
had a great impact on the
		
Who doesn’t love a
simple and find one meeting or
growth
in
my
business
over
chance to mingle, have an
event that interests you, and
those years. The key to this
adult beverage and try some
make sure to put it on your
is
being
engaged
delicious chili? Let’s not forget
calendar.
and providing a
the Young Professionals NetI started off by attending
consistent presence
work, also known as YPN, has
the REALTOR®/Lawyer meetwithin the HRRA
several events on the horizon as
ings on the second Thursday of
community.
well. HRRA’s website makes it easy
each month. Not only are these meetThere are so many opportuni-

ings a wonderful opportunity to network,
but the information provided is extremely relevant to all aspects of real estate. I really do learn something new at each meeting.

to know what is going on each month
along with many updates on social media.
There is really no excuse not to get involved. After a
year of being stuck indoors, we are all looking forward to
the upcoming opportunities to connect in person again. If
you seeking a chance to be part of the planning of future
Affiliate Council events, I would recommend attending
the monthly Affiliates Council meetings. These are held

Trusted Real Estate Attorneys
Real Estate Closings
Loan Refinancing
Short Sale Negotiation
Landlord/Tenant Disputes

www.hangerlaw.com
10

Title Issues
Investors
Contracts
Zoning and Land Use

757-351-1510

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • July & August, 2021

on the second Friday of each month at 9:30 a.m. Register
for this month’s here.
During this meeting you will get all the details about
great sponsorship and volunteer opportunities supporting HRRA. Don’t let the rest of the year get away from
you. Now is the time to re-engage and get involved! ⌂

(Leverage your benefits and watch yourself succeed, continued from page 6)			

our board and on committees. They have
found the secret sauce, and that secret
sauce is involvement in your association.
Take a class, go to a council meeting,
network at an event, volunteer for a community involvement project, read our magazine, read the e-newsletter, participate
in RPAC fundraising (not just contributing), become a continuing education (CE)
instructor (our instructors receive free CE
and professional development training) or
write an article for the magazine. ⌂

h
anc

lan

orp

Flo

R
New

Only 23 11 Home Sites Available!
Priced From the Mid $400s

This new community features an expansive waterview for adults 55+
seeking a more carefree, low-maintenance lifestyle. Semi-custom
homes offer:
• Open Floorplans with First
Floor Master
• Ranch Floor Plans Available
• ENERGY STAR® Appliances
• Gourmet Kitchen with Large
Center Island

TheLandingsAtBennettsCreek.com
Sales & Marketing by Rose & Womble Realty Co. | 757-935-9010
landingsbennettscreek@roseandwomble.com

• Covered Side Porch with
Private Courtyard
• 2-Car Garage
• Incentive Packages Available
• Move-In Ready Homes

Model Open Daily by Appointment
3301 Ferry Road | Suffolk, VA 23435
For more info or to schedule a tour,
contact Michele Fredericks at 757-286-1697.
Hampton Roads REALTOR® • July & August, 2021
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REALTOR® resources for the
commercial (or any) agent

I

David Tunnicliffe

n the real estate business, no matter which field,

investment properties and let the software do the work

there is so much information we need to gather

for you. You still need to make some effort and add some

to make educated reports and proposals for our

financial information. However, the “Valuate” function

clients. It’s so much easier if all that information could

allows you to input the data, and it will provide you

be gathered through one website. And we are given

a financial analysis report depending on what your

access to all that information through your REALTOR®

overall goal is with the property.

websites. Clicking on our local, state and national

RPR® provides you with an opportunity to search

REALTOR® websites will take you to just the info you

recent sales comps and all the off-market properties

need.

within a certain time frame and area. It will

There are many other benefits to be
Chair, Commercial

accessed through your REALTOR

Council

membership. However, I’m going

also provide you with the ownership

information that is found in the
One of the more
public records. Instead of having
powerful
resources
that
to just focus on a few that
to go to each municipality’s
is offered through your
will help you provide more
website, you can utilize this
®
®
dues
is
RPR
.
Not
REALTOR
detailed information to your
function and find out who
clients and hopefully will
only does it provide you
the owner is along with the
help you get new clients.
mailing address on file. This
with local data, but you
saves a lot of time so you
can actually listings search
®
RPR : Realtors Property
can focus on what’s most
nationwide. You can use
Resource
important. Again, you’re able
this site for residential
One of the more powerful
to search nationwide.
or commercial
resources that is offered through
research.
your REALTOR® dues is RPR®.
Commercial Market Reports:
®

Virginia REALTORS®’ website

Not only does it provide you with local
data, but you can actually listings search

What else do you get for your dues? We have

nationwide. You can use this site for residential

a Virginia REALTORS® chief economist who analyzes

or commercial research. One great feature is the

the data from each quarter within each market around

demographic reports which pulls the data from ESRI.

Virginia. Dr. Lisa Sturtevant collects the data from

You can quickly produce a four-page market summary

CoStar, analyzes the information, and then presents

or a full 19-page report that is easy to read and has

her findings within an incredible report that you can

more data than you could possibly use.

read for yourself, and also share with clients.

Another great tool to use while you’re in RPR®

Within the commercial report there are sections

is the site selection. The National Association of

that highlight what is happening in the retail, office

REALTORS® (NAR) RPR® pulls available properties

and industrial markets in each major area of the

from many different credible sources like REIN, Crexi,

state: Northern Virginia, Richmond, Hampton Roads,

Brevitas, officespace.com and many more online sites.

Roanoke,

Instead of going to each individual site to find an

Harrisonburg and Blacksburg. You don’t need to have

available property, RPR® collects all the data and lists

a PhD in economics to figure out what’s happening in

it all on one map. You’re then able to go through each

these reports either since Dr. Sturtevant presents the

available site and find the original listing source or

information in such a way that the reader can take

contact the listing broker to get more information.

away valuable information.

Charlottesville,

Winchester,

Lynchburg,

Take all the brain strain out of trying to analyze

(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

NAR website: Courses, designations and events

Local events: HRRA networking and education

Albert Einstein said, “Wisdom is not a product of schooling

Currently, HRRA’s Commercial Council is working to prepare

but of the lifelong attempt to acquire it.” The National Association

an educational event and a networking event later in 2021. We

of REALTORS® website makes it easy to get the training and

then plan to make these events annual occurrences. This not only

designations you need to “acquire” the wisdom needed to excel

takes lots of time and resources, but it will take commitment from

in real estate. The market is constantly changing, so we as

our local REALTORS®. Each event will be valuable to those who

REALTORS need to be anticipating the changes and looking to

attend, and it will not just focus on the HRRA community. However,

provide solutions before the problem arises. If you’re reacting to

it will work to partner with local, state and national groups/figures

a shift in the market, it’s too late. Get ahead of the shift and be

to contribute to each event.

®

prepared to offer solutions for your clients.
NAR offers many different events throughout the year that
are focused on commercial real estate, one being “Discovering

With time, patience and practice (familiarization) navigating
the local, state and national REALTOR® websites, you will find
you really do get a big bang for your bucks.

Commercial Real Estate”. This is a course that is offered by NAR

Please reach out to me, David Tunnicliffe, at david@aforealty.

that will give you an introduction to what commercial real estate

com, or vice-chair Rob Waring at robwaring1@gmail.com if you

is about to see if it’s something you would like to pursue. Another

would like to talk more about the tools mentioned above. ⌂

option would be to come and talk with me or Rob to see if adding
commercial transactions to your business is something you’d like
to practice.

Hampton Roads REALTOR® • July & August, 2021
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GROW YOUR REAL ESTATE
EDUCATION WITH ALPHA
Alpha College of Real Estate has released a full
schedule of classes for Third-Quarter 2021. Register
online at AlphaCollegeofRealEstate.com, by calling
Alpha at 757-427-1740 or by logging into the HRRA
member portal at HRRA.com. Upcoming courses are
available not only for those beginning their journey
but also seeking to grow through Broker Licensing,
Continuing Education and National Association of
REALTORS® Designations. The upcoming classes are:

• Broker Licensing Brokerage Class (virtual) 6-10 p.m.
Aug. 16-20 		
Instructor: Doug Wolfe
Sept. 13-17 		
Instructor: William Brown
Students will need to visit the Chesapeake office to
purchase book and study materials. The cost is $250
for each Broker Licensing module.
• Continuing Education: 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
July 15: 8-Hours Broker Management with 2 Hours
Broker Supervision, $60. Instructor: Cliff Wells.
July 20: 8-Hours Related Topics (4 Hours Real Estate
Pitfalls and 4 Hours Contract Pitfalls), $30 each.
Instructors: William Brown and Brett Thompson
July 22: 8-Hours Required Topics, $60
Instructor: William Brown.
Aug. 24: 8-Hours Required Topics, $60.
Instructor, Becky Claggett
Aug. 26: 8 Hours Related Topics (4 Hours Real Estate
Pitfalls and 4 Hours Contract Pitfalls), $30 each.
Instructors William Brown and Brett Thompson
Sept. 21: 8-Hours: Related Topics (4 Hours Real Estate
Pitfalls and 4 Hours Contract Pitfalls), $30 each.
Instructors William Brown and Brett Thompson
Sept. 23: 8-Hour Required Topics, $60.
Instructor: Becky Claggett
• Post-Licensing:
(Next class is Fourth Quarter: Oct. 11-15.)
$295 with Ethics class, $265 without Ethics class.
Times will vary from day to day; students will need to
call office if they don’t need the full week of classes.
Instructor: Doug Wolfe.
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• NAR Designation Classes
SRES: Sept. 20 and 22, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Instructor: Doug Wolfe.
ABR/SRS Elective: Building Wealth. Sept. 10,
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Instructor: Becky Claggett.
• Principles of Real Estate 3-Week Classes
(Chesapeake campus; Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-1:15 p.m.)
July 12-30 		
Instructor: Lisa Moore
Aug. 9-30 		
Instructor: Lisa Moore		
Sept. 12-27		
Instructor: Lisa Moore
• 8-Week Principles of Real Estate (Chesapeake campus;
Tuesday-Thursday, 6:15-10:30 p.m.)
July 8-July 27. Instructor: Jim Williams.
Aug. 10–Sept. 28. Instructor: Jim Williams.
The cost for Principles classes is $350 plus $47.70 for
the textbook. *Students who take Principles and are
recommended by an agent receive $10 off their book.
______________________________________________
Alpha has configured its classrooms for more space
between students. Students should continue to social
distance and wear a mask while in the building. Sanitizing
stations are available in the classrooms and elsewhere.

Affiliate Spotlight: SERVPRO of Virginia Beach

GET TO

KNOW YOUR HRRA AFFILIATE MEMBERS
Company: SERVPRO of Virginia Beach
Territory: Virginia Beach
Company: https://www.servprovirginiabeach.com , anna@spofvb.com and
757-431-1400
Year company established: 1991
HRRA Affiliate member since: 2011
Company specialties: 24-hour emergency water damage extraction and
drying; fire and smoke damage cleanup and restoration; mold clean up and
remediation, sewage cleanup and removal; biohazard cleanup and removal;
contents inventory tracking and move outs; climate-controlled onsite storage;
ultrasonic content cleaning; Class A contracting; and reconstruction.
Why we joined HRRA: We wanted to be part of an association that does
great things for our community, build relationships with local Realtors and
partner with the best! Not only is HRRA a great way to network, but also
a great way to learn and also teach fellow professionals in what we do as a
company. It’s a win-win for everyone!
Why we got into this business: In 1988, our owners, Bob and Beth
Simeone, had a fire at a deli that they owned. An opportunity presented
itself that same year in Annandale to purchase a SERVPRO franchise, and
they hopped on it right away. They always enjoyed helping people get their
lives back after a fire or water damage. They took the plunge and never
looked back!
Why we love doing what we do: Simply put, we love helping people and
making it “Like it never even happened.”
Our favorite satisfied-customer story: This is a tough one. We have so
many! But one that really stands out: We provided fire restoration services
to a customer that was really nervous for us to come in because she felt that
her home was out of order. We cleaned everything for her and her family, and
we have a continued relationship with them ever since and even participate
in a local golf tournament with them every year to benefit multiple sclerosis.
We love the relationships that we’re able to build after helping people get
their homes back.
Our favorite HRRA event and why: Usually it is the Chili Cook-Off and
Tailgate Party. However, this year we looked looking forward to the Mini
Golf Tournament.
Most memorable HRRA moment: When we earned Affiliate of the Year!
Best piece of advice to REALTORS®: Always seek professional advice when you run into any type of mold/water/fire damage. The
best thing to do is do the right thing in the beginning so there is no additional damage later on. Ignoring a leak or any other issue can
quickly turn into a major problem!
The one thing we want REALTORS® to know about our industry is: We are here to partner with you! We are a reflection of the
service that you provide to your customers and we will always do things the right way and strive to have excellent customer service
so that your home owners are happy and confident in selecting SERVPRO of Virginia Beach as their restoration provider.
HRRA’s Affiliate Spotlight is a monthly feature offering a closer look at the association’s Affiliate members.
Hampton Roads REALTOR® • July & August, 2021
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Builders and buyers agents:
better together

T

he summer market is heating up, and tapping

reason: the never-been-touched attraction (hello, CO-

into the new-homes market could be a fast way

VID!), the quality of construction, prime locations, the

to increase your bottom line. Many agents may

onset of new energy-efficient materials, community ame-

not be aware that new-homes communities have move-

nities, multiple floor plan options and numerous warran-

in-ready homes available.

ties.

Do you show new-construction homes to your clients?

Most builders have furnished models that agents

Do you know the different neighborhoods that builders

and their clients can tour virtually or in person, so they

are working in your market? If not, you
could be limiting your number of list-

can see the layout of the home, examples of floor
and countertop options, and also get great

ings and ultimately leaving monLaura T. Kelley

Marketing &
Communications
Director, Dragas
Companies

décor ideas for their future home. Many

builders are still offering closing cost
The truth is, more agents
assistance as well, which is a benthan ever before are bringing
ceptions about selling new
efit that clients are not currently
their clients into new home sales
construction. Overcome
receiving in the resale world.
sites and for good reason: the
those, and you’ll likely
“We have seen a huge innever-been-touched attraction
gain a competitive adcrease
in our co-broke business
(hello, COVID!), the quality of
vantage in your market.
at our Hickory Manor site in
construction, prime locations,
Chesapeake,”
said Dragas new
the onset of new energy-efficient
The relationship
homes agent Lori Cutrell. “Many
materials, community amenities,
The relationship beagents
are coming in exhausted
multiple floor plan options
tween the builder and buyer’s
and frustrated with the resale marand numerous
agent can seem like a compliketing
and are beyond excited to learn
warranties.
ey on the table!

There are a few miscon-

cated one, but it doesn’t have to
be. Bottom line, real estate agents and

that new home communities have inventory to offer their buyers.”

builders have similar goals – to provide
buyers with homes that meet their individual needs. It is
practically a match made in heaven.

The inventory
Often you have clients that are looking to move in

Builders and developers realize and respect the fact

the near future – and when you do, don’t count new con-

that real estate agents are a large source of sales for their

struction out. There is a misconception that a new-con-

communities. Some builders offer seller incentive pro-

struction home can take upwards of a year to complete.

grams on top of commissions up to 3%, which will ulti-

While that can be true, that is often not the case.

mately boost your revenue. Many builders have models
open all week long with no appointments needed.

Builders are adding new inventory in your market
every day, creating opportunities for you to increase your

Make time to stop by a builder site on your own and

volume and your profitability. Some builders have a run-

see their product, take a model tour and get to know the

ning inventory with move-ins from 30 to 90 days – practi-

agent and the community. Ask questions about the build-

cally move-in ready!

ing process so you can be educated on how it works. The

If you’re tired of losing out on multiple-offer situa-

site agents will be more than happy to explain the ins and

tions, now is a great time to discover how much easier it

outs. Having knowledge of the new construction homes in

is to sell new homes. Builders are motivated sellers that

your market will only increase the number of options you

need to move their inventory, and that means less head-

can present to your clients.

ache for everyone involved.
Don’t leave listings on the table. Stop by your local

The options
The truth is, more agents than ever before are bringing their clients into new home sales sites and for good
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builder sites, tour the models and strike up a conversation with the site agents. I promise you’ll have more in
common than you may think! ⌂

NEW homes for your clients

PLUS incentives for YOU
BECAUSE YOU'VE EARNED IT

EARN A $1,000 REWARD*
WHEN YOU SELL OUR HOMES.
Our selling agent partners are the key to our success—and aside from saving
you the exhaustion of another bidding war, we offer an incentive program
AND a 3% commission on the total sales price.
Register online today to start earning rewards with your Dragas sales!
DRAGAS.COM/REALTOR-PARTNERSHIPS

TOUR OUR MODEL HOMES | SALES OFFICES OPEN DAILY
Woodlands at Western Branch
Chesapeake, VA | 757.410.0174

Crofton East at Spence Crossing
Virginia Beach, VA | 757.673.6347

Hickory Manor at Edinburgh

Hawkins Mill at Haygood

Chesapeake, VA | 757.204.4517

Virginia Beach, VA | 757.918.1462

*Agent must be a member of our Frequent Seller Program to be eligible for rewards. Register online at dragas.com. Rewards earned on sales within a one-year period, the sale must close to be
eligible. Resale homes in Dragas Communities are not eligible. Reward year resets on the anniversary of your registration date. Program subject to change.
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MOTIVATIONAL CORNER

Saving the world by finding
yourself

“

Wanting to reform the world without discovering

can save the world merely by taking the reins of your

one's true self is like trying to cover the world with

life into your own hands!

leather to avoid the pain of walking on stones and

I can tell you’re starting to feel this energy

thorns. It is much simpler to wear shoes.” This is one

vibrating within you. Excellent! Let’s keep going and

of my favorite quotes by a renowned Indian sage and

see what this taking responsibility actually means. It

self-realized being Ramana Maharshi.

means stopping to blame anything, anyone and any

Did you catch the significance of this

circumstances. It means resolving to LIVE

quote? Read it again, and then let’s
Emil Nazaryan

understand what this means.
At-Large Member,

and not just exist. It means to burn all

dive into the essence together and
For as much as in our

HRRA Board of

arrogance

Directors

we are separate from one

we

think

that

another, we have our own
little lives with our struggles
and gains, this indeed is a
false notion. Investigate it for
yourself.
Can you really live without
and outside of everything else

bridges to the past, forget all that

When you have
become a selfempowered person, you
have done your biggest
part in saving the world.
You spread joy, positivity
and hope wherever
you go, wherever
you touch.

that exists? The entire creation,

the entire universe, is one infinite
ecosystem of which you are a miniscule

has ever happened and start
anew. It’s a resolve that you will
accept no negative influence
from anyone. It’s a do-or-die
decision

absolutely

worth

making here and now. I
promise you, when you make
that decision, the powers of
the entire universe will jump
to our aid and illuminate your
new path.
Now that you can feel the

sparks within you, let me give you some
pointers to build an everlasting flame.

part of. Nevertheless, the universe can’t exist and is

Shut off the valve to negative influences.

not complete without you. We all are a part of one

What do you do when you first wake up? Watch news,

intertwined jigsaw puzzle and our every move affects

read newspapers? I bet you get super excited, inspired

all other pieces of it.

and motivated to conquer the world after watching the

Not only do we influence the universe by our

news, right? We wish! Learning about all the murder

physical actions, but we do so in a more subtle way

stories, economy problems, emergencies, the end of the

from within. According to Dr. David Hawkins, who in

world...enough!

his famous book “Power vs. Force” devised a map of

What are we thinking? How is this helping us or

human consciousness, about 78% of people in the world

others? How does learning about one more problem

are negative and only 22% are positive. But what blew

with the world help you solve your own problems? Why

me away was that this 22% of positive individuals

not replace this time with nurturing your mind, heart

counterbalances the negativity of the other 78%.

and soul?

What if it’s true? What if by merely crossing the

Open the valve to positive influences. But

threshold, taking responsibility for our own lives and

where to find those, you may ask? Just start looking for

living in courage we help save the world? Isn’t this

them! They are all around you. You’ve heard of YouTube.

in itself a lifetime achievement worth living for? You

Search for motivational seminars and audiobooks.

can’t imagine the burst of energy, courage and faith you

They are all there, for free. Invest in self-help books

instantly feel when you realize that you – yes YOU –

and make reading those a part of your daily routine.
(continued on next page...)
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(REALTORS® get more “Bang for the buck”!, continued from page 4)

non-emergency medical conditions.
Lastly, I do not want to forget to
mention one of my favorite REALTOR®
benefit, Inman Select, which is offered
through our state association, Virginia
REALTORS®. Inman Select connects
you to the latest news, powerful
insights, objective analysis, special
reports and the numbers behind the
news. Inman Select is free with your
Virginia REALTORS® membership.
What a great way to stay current
with industry news, trends and deliver
continued

value

and

expertise

to

our clients. Knowledge is power and
provides you with more “Bang for the
buck”! ⌂

(Motivational Corner, continued from previous page)

Check out the works of Napoleon Hill, Jim Rohn, Tony Robbins,

do it anyway. No matter what it is, let it go. Whatever grudges you

Rhonda Byrne, Stephen Covey, Wayne Dyer, Zig Ziglar, Dr. David

have on others are holding you back, big time. It’s time to forgive

Hawkins, just to name a few. Spend more time with positive

and let go. Remember, you are starting a new life where guilt,

people. Spend more time in nature. Fill your physical environment

attack and other forms of negative emotions have no place. They

with positive messages and mottos. Make it extremely difficult for

are replaced by forgiveness, love and well wishes.

yourself to feel down.

Now go back to the quote in the beginning of this article.

Refrain from attacking others. We’re usually quick to

By following the steps above you are putting on shoes instead of

point out the shortcomings of others. “He should have never...,” or

trying to cover the world with leather. You are becoming a self-

“I can’t believe she did…,” “If I were him, I would have…,” or “they

empowered person. When you have become a self-empowered

don’t know how to do their job” and statements of similar nature

person, you have done your biggest part in saving the world. You

seem to contain at least half of daily conversations between most

spread joy, positivity and hope wherever you go, wherever you

people. These are all forms of attacking others.

touch.

But what you don’t know is that these attacks come right

When you start wearing the shoes, you will find the world isn’t

back to you and secretly weaken your self-esteem and integrity.

at all unkind, cruel or unfair. Quite the opposite. You will find love

Instead, spend more time thanking people, showing appreciation

in everything. You will find beauty in everything.

and encouraging them. At the end you will be the receiver of the
effects of these messages.
Forgive and let go. You may find this step most difficult. You

Instead of a bland, black and white low-resolution screen you
will start seeing the world through an ultra HD colorful view. It’s
on!! You’ve got this! ⌂

may tell me, “How can I ever forgive this or that?” I hear you. But

Nevermind asking for recommendations on social media...
Your search ends here! “Find an Affiliate” at HRRA.com
Hampton Roads REALTOR® • July & August, 2021
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REALTORS® Have a Heart
for the environment and
Habitat for Humanity

A
Victoria Hecht

Vice President of
Communications,

double dose of good deeds! HRRA’s REALTORS®

REALTOR® and Affiliate members sweated it out in

Have a Heart volunteer program, an initiative

Suffolk to help build a home for prospective homeowner

of the Community Involvement Advisory (CIA)

Donica Miller during Habitat for Humanity of South

Group, completed not one but two projects in June.

Hampton Roads’ annual Women Build Week.

First up, HRRA REALTORS®, Affiliates, neighbors

HRRA was proud to be a sponsor for this event, and

and families teamed up June 1 to pitch in across the

the REALTORS® Have a Heart volunteers swung

community for the first HRRA Green Up Day cleanup.

hammers, wielded drills, ran saws and much more to

Every piece of litter removed helped making our

make the homeownership dream a reality for Donica.

communities, from neighborhood to neighborhood,

View a video from the day here. The ladies’ efforts were

better places to live and play.

also featured in a segment on WVEC 13 News, which

Volunteers

climbed

fences,

crawled

through

you can view here.

Public Relations and

brush and dipped into neighborhood waterways and

Said CIA chair Sherry Snyder, who volunteered

Media Relations

green spaces like parks, wooded areas and medians

for each event, “It’s such an empowering day. This will

to remove litter that detracts from the community

definitely rank in the top 10 of my days this year.”

and is hurtful to the environment. Among the finds:

This year REALTORS® Have a Heart is on track

countless cigarette butts, all types of plastic bags, soda

to complete eight volunteer activities throughout

cups and cans galore, lots of snack wrappers, a deflated

Hampton Roads. The next is slated for Aug. 3. Stay

innertube, soggy newspapers, an outdoors cushion, a

tuned to your HRRA social media, email and website

dead fish and bags filled with pet waste (yuck!). Along

for details.

the way volunteers made some wildlife friends, too!
Just a week later on June 8, a dozen HRRA
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Thank you to all for giving from the heart to better

our community. ⌂
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The power of a group: expand
your "sphere of success"
etworking groups and events can be a great

N

These types of connections create a warmer

source to expand your “sphere of influence,” or

lead right out of the gate as it's based on previously

as I call it, “sphere of success.”

established trust. Many times, I feel that I do not have

networking and in-person events are coming back! I have

person.

With the pandemic in our rear-view mirror,

been a member of networking groups for several years
now, and although the time commitment can
be rigorous and challenging at times, the
Robert Hill, NMLS
#1365182

benefits have outweighed threefold.
I believe that expanding your
sphere,

additional

Mortgage Banker,

opportunity

and

Atlantic Bay

gained

the

Mortgage Group

known

are

benefits

networking.

visibility,
business

commonly
of

However,

any
the

power of a group is much
deeper.
A large part of our weekly
meeting is a quick “elevator”
speech to the group and what you're

to “sell” anything to a lead but moreover truly help a
This also creates a checks-and-balance system for
both networking members as the lead will
pass their comments along to the source.

It then further strengthens your
It also helps me
relationship with the member
realize how others can
and grows a trusted “sphere of
help me get there. It’s a
success” to include the lead.
real team effort! I had an
It is at this point we watch
intimate squad of businessthe dominos fall literary in a
minded professionals who
circle.
became an integral part of
That person now passed
my accomplishments. But
your information along to
after some time, I had to
their sphere, then to the next,
ask myself, “Who else can
the next and so on. I have seen
I add to my sphere
this go as far as six people down the
of success?”

looking to get out of that meeting and

the other members. This has improved my
public speaking skills and makes me think about
my goals for the week, month and year.
It also helps me realize how others can help me get

“Do you know an HVAC company?” Yep, I bet you’re
a few sentences ahead of me by now. I simply reply,
“Susan owns the best HVAC company in the area!” I’ve

there. It’s a real team effort! I had an intimate squad of

learned that it’s not about “What can you do for me?”

business-minded professionals who became an integral

But rather, approach interactions ready to share with

part of my accomplishments. But after some time, I

the other person.

had to ask myself, “Who else can I add to my sphere of
success?”

Think about what you can offer them. Some of the
best connections may not immediately seem rewarding.

The real power of any group comes from the effort

By nurturing genuine connections over time and building

you put in and connections made. Let’s face it. Many

quality relationships with people you connect with can

times a lead can feel like a cold call, regardless of how

be the ones that help you grow your business.

it was passed to you. The “cold” leads that come through
my networking members are from past and already
trusted relationships.
Generally, it is the lead who reaches out to a
networking member asking for a service, and the
conversation sounds very similar but feels very different.
“Hey, Susan do you know a good mortgage banker? I
have some questions and I need honest answers.”

22

line. Guess what happens next? I'm

working with the sixth person, who says,
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I believe that the more generous you are, the more

generosity you’re likely to get in return. ⌂

Ombudsman Program is a great
REALTOR® benefit

H

Clyde Cooper Jr.,
CRS, GRI, SFR

Chair, Professional
Standards
Committee

ello, everyone! As I prepare to write this article
in June, I cannot believe that our real estate
market is soh hot, 2021 is nearly halfway over,
COVID-19 is nearly gone, and the wearing of a face
mask is a thing of the past (in many cases). Yes, things
are returning to normal, and that is wonderful.
It’s for these reasons that I feel great, in high spirits
and will use the opportunity to write this article while
keeping in step with the theme for this issue: “Bang for
the buck: Are you making the most of your REALTOR®
benefits?”
We all know that being a real estate licensee is an
excellent career and one that allows an individual to continue
working in the industry well past normal retirement age. In
looking at the numerous benefits that are available to us as
REALTORS®, it was very difficult to wrap my arms around
just one benefit that is valuable to us.
However, after reviewing the many benefits and
carefully considering them – benefits that are offered to
REALTORS® at the local, state and national levels – I
arrived at the one benefit that comes under the umbrella
of professional standards and merits consideration: our
Ombudsman Program.
The Ombudsman Program is a structured problemsolving system for consumers and REALTORS®. This
program serves to address questions/complaints on
ethical, transactional, technical, and procedures,
therefore allowing and encouraging our associations to
adopt this fine program.
Are you aware of the Ombudsman Program? What
is an ombudsman? How does it work?
An ombudsman is “a person who assists parties to
resolve their disputes. One who investigates complaints,
as from consumers, and mediates grievances and
disputes.”
A REALTOR® ombudsman is:
• An informal peer “facilitator”;
• Works the issue by telephone; and,
• Resolves disputes between parties in a real estate
transaction.
Here’s the public perception of the REALTOR®
complaint process:
• Too cumbersome.
• Difficult to understand.
• Too much paperwork.

• Need to attend hearing.
• Only want to be heard.
• May feel the association is protecting its own.
Ombudsman benefits:
• Provides enhanced communications.
• Provides an opportunity to be heard.
• Increases public image of association.
• Saves time if a hearing is avoided.
• Provides education to the parties.
• Fields concerns that otherwise might not be filed.
• An initial attempt to solve problems.
• Valuable to member and the public.
• Voluntary (parties may decline services at any time).
• Suspends the 180-day filing deadline from the date of
request to when efforts are concluded or terminated.
• Ombudsman cannot refer to Grievance Committee
or Department of Professional and Occupational
Regulation except in cases of violation of public trust.
Complaints:
• Many do not allege violations of specific articles of
the Code of Ethics.
• Are transactional, technical, procedural questions.
• Most are a result of lack of communication.
• Some may be violations of the Code of Ethics.
• Some may be monetary disputes.
In view of our hot real estate market where there
is very little inventory for purchasing or renting,
professionalism is key! In our industry where sellers
and their agents have the advantages, buyers and their
agents are often at a disadvantage thus writing many
offers – to no avail.
Now is the time to display complete cooperation and
understanding on both sides. Hopefully, this will help
to alleviate the disappointment and frustration that
always follow when a rejected offer is received.
So, in summary, this is one valuable REALTOR®
benefit that we can utilize when we feel that something
was not done properly, and we want to get to the
bottom soonest. It’s an outstanding option we have as
REALTORS® and one of the best benefits in our tool kit. ⌂
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Post-pandemic real estate

A

s a lifelong local of Hampton Roads there has

used to video and virtual showings as well as virtual

always been an old saying that if you don’t like

open houses. The convenience has been embraced by our

the weather here, hang around long enough

industry and this is now a new normal and has become

and it will change. If you’ve been in real estate for any
amount of time that old adage bids true for the Hampton
Roads real estate market as well.

Nelene Mayo Gibbs

Managers Council

Housing prices: Housing prices are jumping by
leaps and bounds along with building materials which

With over 15 years of experience in real estate

are skyrocketing forcing resale and new construction

in Hampton Roads I have seen many changes in the

prices up exponentially. This trend has forced some

market and understand clearly we are not in a static

buyers to sit it out on the sidelines as the cost of their

industry. Change is just part of what we do!
Chair, Owners/

a big part of our buying and selling process.

dream home in many cases has surpassed their

In an ever-changing industry like

budget.
Millennial

ours it is important as owners and
managers that we are on the
cutting edge of coming changes
in order to guide our agents
and our firms in preparing
for that change before it
arrives. What the future
real estate market holds is
up for debate, but one thing
we know for sure: It will
change.
There are many factors in

What the future
real estate
market holds is
up for debate,
but one thing we
know for sure: It
will change.

today’s market that are making that

buyers:

Millennial

buyers are expected to continue
to enter the housing market as
interest rates remain low. This
presents
inventory
low.

a

challenge
still

Agents

with

historically

must

prepare

those buyers for continued
rising prices as well as stiff
competition for housing. There
is no time for the buyer to “think
about their purchase,” not even for
a day, as the house they viewed this

change become clearer. None of us have

morning will more than likely be under

a crystal ball, but if we look at the economy
and look at history as well as current events and trends,
we begin to get a clearer picture of our future.

contract by tonight.
To prevent disappointment, it is important to set
those buyer expectations early in the process. Buyers

We were all throw a curve ball about 18 months

must be more prepared than ever with pre-approvals in

ago when things were shut down due to the pandemic.

hand and cash to cover down payments, closing costs

We had to pivot, and pivot quickly we did, to serve a

and in many cases, cover appraisal gaps.

changing market with challenges none of us had ever

Renters become buyers: Thousands of renters

dealt with before. We had to learn how to do business

are expected to become buyers, increasing the pressure

differently while staying safe and keeping our clients

and competition for first-time home purchases. With

safe in the middle of a worldwide pandemic.

limited inventory these renters and their agents will

As the virus now seems to get under control we look
ahead at what is in store for us post-pandemic:
Safety

procedures:

New

safety

procedures

that were put in place are expected to remain. Virtual

deal with the frustration of submitting many offers in
an attempt to purchase a home, and they may still not
be successful or, in many cases, take an extraordinarily
long time to secure a winning contract on a home.

showings will still make up a large part of our buying

Government grants for homebuyers: Proposed

process. Buyers, sellers and REALTORS have gotten

government tax credits and grants for first-time buyers

®

(continued on next page...)
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(Post-pandemic real estate, continued from previous page)

may play a role in increasing the influx of buyers into the market.

Bankruptcies and foreclosures: During the pandemic, we

Whether the government’s proposed tax credits will be available

have seen extended moratoriums on mortgage payments, allowing

for first-time homebuyers remains to be seen.

owners to defer paying their mortgage. At some point, those

Proposals include credits up to $15,000 for lower- and middle-

deferrals will become due, and many who are still unemployed

income buyers. Separate legislation may also include down

may be forced into bankruptcy or foreclosure. It is important that

payment assistance grants. If these grants and tax credits come

we prepare our agents to understand the process of dealing with

into play, there will be increased pressure on the low inventory

a short sales or foreclosure market which many of them have not

housing market.

experienced.

Government tax Increases: On the other end of the

The bottom line to all of this is we are in an ever-changing

spectrum, government tax increases will impact investors as

market, which evolves based on economic factors out of our

capital gains taxes are proposed to increase. We may see our

control. It is important to be prepared to pivot once again to serve

investors holding properties for longer periods of time to avoid

our clients and their real estate needs in the midst of an uncertain

the increased capital gains taxes, thereby negatively impacting

time in our economy.

potential housing inventory that could have potentially hit the
market.

Now is the time for us, as owners and managers, to help our
agents learn strategies that will take us all into the next changing

Mortgage rates: We have seen a long period of historically

real estate market. Our role as trusted advisors to our clients and

low interest rates. The forecast is that those rates may increase,

to our agents is vital, and we need to be prepared for changes

which would certainly slow the buying frenzy we are experiencing

when they occur. ⌂

right now.
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Home stretch of the Fair
Housing Trifecta

W

Gladys Fain

Chair, Diversity and
Inclusion Committee

hat a tremendous first six months of 2021 real
interactions for granted. Yes, thanks to technology we
estate has had! Now, here we go to the finish
were able to stay “connected, but nothing beats in-person
line during the second half of the year. Our
meetings. As we embrace our new “coming out of COVID”
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Committee has been hard
environment, let us not forget the lessons learned.
at work, too, planning and bringing you important and
There are many other days to celebrate during these
valuable eye-opening experiences.
summer months, including our own Independence Day,
Many of you attended the “Long Island
the Fourth of July. Other observations include World
Divided” presentation by Pulitzer Prize
Population Day, July 11; Bastille Day, July
winner and investigative journalist
14; International Nelson Mandela Day,
Bill Dedman in May. We received a
July 18; International Day of the
There is much to be
lot of positive feedback after the
World’s Indigenous People, Aug. 9;
grateful for as we
Zoom presentation. We will have
Hijri New Year (Muslim), Aug. 9;
additional presentations and
World Humanitarian Day, Aug.
celebrate all the things
forums that will continue to
19; and Women’s Equality Day,
that our different
keep you informed and up to
Aug. 26, among others.
cultures
bring
to
our
date on the latest diversity,
There is much to be grateful
world. Without our
equity and inclusion actions
for as we celebrate all the
unique experiences
within our local community,
things that our different
state and around the nation.
cultures bring to our world.
and backgrounds, how
We have a long way to go in a
Without our unique experiences
boring would this
marathon to continue on our path of
and backgrounds, how boring
world be?
diversity, equity and inclusion within
would this world be?
our REALTOR® association. Therefore, it
We are in the home stretch of our Fair
is important to celebrate and acknowledge the
various month-long observances and important calendar
dates.
For example, did you know that July is FrenchAmerican Heritage Month? It celebrates and recognizes
all the contributions made by Americans of French
heritage. The United States and France have a very long
history of collaboration.
In 1781, we had their support in various battles right
here in Virginia, including the Battle of the Chesapeake
and the Battle of Yorktown, which helped end the
Revolutionary War. More recently, in 1950, France and
United States were founding members of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization, more commonly known as
NATO. After 9/11, France was with us again, supporting
and collaborating with us in the war on terrorism.
In August, we celebrate National Civility Month,
which is a national focus on the ways we can show
kindness and exhibit respectful behavior to others at
work, at home and within our own communities through
small, thoughtful personal interactions.
In other words, “Actions speak louder than words.”
These past 18 months of the pandemic have enlightened
many of us, made us “slow down” and not take personal
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Housing Trifecta. Have you completed your
three components: taking the The Fairhaven Challenge,
earning your At Home With Diversity designation and
watched the Implicit Bias training video? What better way
to show your clients, your family and your community that
you are a true professional who embraces and practices
Fair Housing in our multicultural real estate market?
Remember these three things:
• Diversity is the presence of our differences, that may
include race, gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity,
language, age or (dis)ability.
• Equity is promoting justice, impartiality and fairness
within the processes, procedures and distribution of
resources to minimize disparities within our society.
• Inclusion is an outcome to ensure those that are
diverse actually feel and/or are welcomed.
While change might seem difficult, especially related
to diversity, equity, and inclusion, it is not impossible; it
requires strong change agents (a village) and YOU! We
encourage you and your village to be the change you want
to see! ⌂
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Helpful tools for waterfront
buyers

H

Jillian C.
Sunderland

Water Resources
Planner

and

Ashley M. Gordon

Coastal Analyst,
Hampton Roads
Planning District
Commission

ere in Hampton Roads, we are fortunate to
flood risk and flood insurance.
have a lot of waterfront property. With our
You can further assist your client by checking to
creeks, rivers, the Chesapeake Bay and the
see the FEMA flood zone designation for a property and
Atlantic Ocean, we have beautiful views and easy acwhether it is located in the Special Flood Hazard Area,
cess for boating, fishing and swimming. It’s no wonder
or 1% annual chance flood zone using the find your
so many buyers are interested in living near the water.
flood zone tool on GetFloodFluent.org. But remember,
While there are many fantastic advantages to
a low-risk flood zone does not mean no-risk! Encouragpurchasing a waterfront home, there are also ading your client to purchase an affordable flood insurditional considerations. You can provide
ance policy now could save them a great deal
your clients a great service by makof money in the future. Just one inch
ing sure they consider: 1) potential
of water in a home can cause more
flood risks and flood insurance
than $25,000 in damage.
When your client is
and 2) the impact of the ChesGetFloodFluent.org has a
considering a property
apeake Bay Preservation Act
flood risk & coverage calculator
near the water, keep
(“Bay Act”) on a property
for estimating flood insurance
them in the know about
they are interested in.
premiums. This tool will
flood risk, flood insurance, provide an idea of the cost of
Good to know: flood
flood insurance to help inform
and requirements for
insurance
your client before they contact
home improvement
Floods are the most comtheir insurance agent for an
projects
in
Chesapeake
mon natural hazards, and the
official quote. There is typically
Bay Preservation
Hampton Roads region is no
a 30-day waiting period before
Areas.
stranger to flooding. There are
flood insurance policies take effect,
many causes of flooding, including
so encourage your clients to act now
high tides, storm surge and heavy rainand not delay. Once a storm is approaching,
fall. It is important to keep in mind that even
it’s too late!
properties that are not directly along the water can be
at risk of flooding because anywhere it can rain, it can
Good to know: Bay Act
flood!
Building homes and businesses along creeks, rivTake for instance the damage caused by Hurricane
ers, and the Chesapeake Bay has a significant impact
Matthew, which hit the Hampton Roads region in
on the quality of those waterways. During rainfall
October 2016. Of the Hampton Roads households that
events, when a property is undeveloped and covered
were impacted, 84% were outside of high-risk mapped
with trees and other vegetation, almost all precipitaflood zones.
tion will soak into the ground.
What actions can homeowners take to protect their
However, as trees are removed and hard surfaces
property from flooding? A critical first step is purchasare added, less precipitation is absorbed and more will
ing flood insurance. Homeowner’s and renter’s insurbecome runoff. As runoff flows over lawns and paved
ance do not typically cover flood damage, so a separate
surfaces, it picks up fertilizers, pet waste, trash, and
policy from the FEMA National Flood Insurance Prodirt, carrying it to the waterway. More runoff leads to
gram (NFIP) or a private insurer is needed.
polluted waterways.
Almost 100 insurance companies write and serIn order to minimize the impact of development
vice NFIP policies, and you can encourage homebuyers
on the Chesapeake Bay, Virginia established the Bay
to find out more by contacting their insurance agent.
Act in 1988. The Bay Act requires cities and counties
They can also visit GetFloodFluent.org, a resource deto protect sensitive lands near waterways, especially
veloped by the Hampton Roads Planning District Comthe trees and plants in the 100-foot buffer of land adjamission and member localities to provide facts about
cent to the waterway. The benefits of the buffer include
(continued on page 46...)
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Tips for successful homeowner’s
association board meetings

B
Jennifer Ireland,
SRES®, MRP, SFR®,
RESA-CSA, PSA

Chair, Common
Interest Community
Advisory Group

30

oard meetings are an important part of any
clear and focused discussions and decision-making.
homeowners association (HOA). Discussions
This is a meeting with the Board of Directors, not
include homeowners’ concerns, budgets,
a meeting to discuss individual homeowners’ issues.
important topics, and current and upcoming events
If homeowner’s concerns or issues come up that are
happening in the community. It is important that
not included in the agenda, the property manager can
board members run a successful meeting.
schedule a discussion for a future board meeting. This
Below are seven tips to help board
will allow everyone to be prepared with their
members conduct meetings that are
response to the concern after reviewing it.
both productive and successful.
Don’t leave topics unresolved:
The leader or point
All those involved must
Every
agenda
item
should
be prepared: Your association
have
a
clear
action.
This
may
person of the meeting
management company will
include an assignment and/
should be the HOA
help with the preparation.
or responsibility, continued
president or the property
They will prepare and
future
research,
passing
manager from the
deliver the Board Package
motions, or scheduling a topic
management company.
to the board members.
until the next or future board
Assigning a leader will
This is done with sufficient
meeting.
help to prevent off-topic
time for each member to
Always have an executive
review the package prior to
session: The executive session
or irrelevant discussions,
the meeting. The package will
enables the board meetings to
which could infringe
include the agenda, financial
have open and frank discussion
on time.
reports, old and new business, and
regarding highly sensitive topics.
any additional important documents
This can be conducted either before or
needed.
after the board meeting.
All board members should review the package
Take detailed notes of the meeting: Assign a
prior to the meeting to ensure complete understanding
person to take the meeting minutes. This can be the
of the materials. All questions should be directed to
HOA Secretary or another board member. Utilize the
the management company. This will eliminate any
agenda to keep track of topics discussed. Take clear
confusion during the board meeting.
and concise notes. The minutes will help to provide a
Assign a leader of the meeting: The leader
starting point for the next meeting agenda.
or point person of the meeting should be the
The property manager can then create a list
HOA president or the property manager from the
of action items from the meeting minutes. These
management company. Assigning a leader will help
action items will include who is responsible for which
to prevent off-topic or irrelevant discussions, which
items and will help to measure the progress and
could infringe on time. To make an impact, the leader
accomplishments throughout the season and/or year.
should have a strong presence and a clear focus on
Share the board meeting notes with the
the agenda. By limiting discussions to the agenda and
community: Transparency is key to a healthy
adhering to time restrictions, the leader can ensure
community. Be sure to share notes taken at the
that the meeting is productive and effective.
meeting with the community members. They want to
Set a time frame for each agenda item. Staying
know what was discussed and what actions the boards
within the timeframes on a consistent basis show
will take to get things done in the community.
board members and attendees that they and their time
Board meetings do not need be stressful or long
is valuable.
in length. Utilizing the tips above will help to ensure
Meetings are of the board of directors, not
your meetings include effective discussions, productive
the homeowners: The board members must stay
action plans, and efficient decisions. It is important to
focused on the agenda and stay on task. It is a time for
keep everyone involved engaged and interested. ⌂
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Thank You to our 2021 HRRA Partners
GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

COPPER

AMBASSADOR

Morgan Stanley
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New Laws, Part 2: Stay up to
date as you conduct business

I

n Virginia, July 1 is the day that legislation passed in

First, there is restricting the circumstances under

the previous General Assembly Session takes effect.

which a court may order a person’s primary residence to

There are exceptions to this rule, when a specific

be sold to enforce a judgment lien. The amount previously

date or an emergency enactment clause is attached.
Last month I wrote the first of two articles outlining
some of the changes to the Code of Virginia that came out

had been $20, now it will have to exceed $25,000 for a
lien to be enforced and cause the sale of real estate if it is
the debtor’s primary residence.

of the 2021 session. This month I will conclude

Second, the Department of Housing and

with some of the laws you need to be aware

Community Development is required to

of while conducting business.
Kimberly Plourde

Chair, Government
Affairs Committee

create a statement of tenant rights

There is a bill
For those of you that sell
and responsibilities explaining
regarding liens at
condos, townhouses, or any
the rights and responsibilities
settlement that has an
property in a community that
of tenants under the Virginia
effective date of Jan. 1, 2022.
contains attached units, you
Manufactured
Home
Lot
HB 2099 reduced the time from
should be aware of this change
Rental Act.
20 years to 10 years in which
to the code that addresses
		
Third, in the case
an action can be taken on a
smoking on the premises.
of a deed of trust conveying
judgement lien. The timeframe
A bill passed in this years
owner-occupied
residential
may be extended up to two
General Assembly
allows
real estate, the trustee cannot
times by recording a
associations to make rules
sell the property in a foreclosure
certificate in a county
regarding smoking in common
sale without receiving a signed
or city clerk’s
areas and in the attached units.
affidavit. The affidavit has to be
office.
Buyers of properties like this should

signed by the party that provided the

review the association’s bylaws and rules to
see what limits are outlined.

notice was indeed delivered to the owner. 		

Unless the bylaws specifically prohibit the board

Additionally, a copy of the notice must be attached to

of directors from making a rule like this, the board is

the affidavit. This provision has an effective date of Oct.

now permitted under this new law to limit or prohibit

1, 2021.

smoking within the owner’s private property.

Fourth, in the case of a deed of trust conveying

There is a bill regarding liens at settlement that has

owner-occupied residential real estate. The notice period

an effective date of Jan. 1, 2022. HB 2099 reduced the

for a foreclosure sale is increased from 14 days to 60

time from 20 years to 10 years in which an action can

days, and the notice of the foreclosure must include

be taken on a judgement lien. The timeframe may be

information regarding housing counseling.

extended up to two times by recording a certificate in a
county or city clerk’s office.

Finally, the fifth provision is that landlords of
manufactured home parks must provide tenants a copy

It further allows settlement agents to release a

of any written rental agreement and the statement of

judgment lien, provided that the obligations secured by

tenant rights within one month of the effective date of

the judgement lien have been satisfied by payment made

the written rental agreement.

by the settlement agent, even if the settlement agent is
named as a trustee under the lien.

32

notice of the sale to the owner to confirm the

Failure to do this does not invalidate the lease, but
a landlord cannot file or maintain an action against the

The following legislation provides various protections

tenant in court for an alleged lease violation until they

for homeowners and tenants of manufactured home

have provided the tenant with the statement of tenants’

parks.

rights and responsibilities.
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Help build HRRA’s RPAC presence,
impact with your donation

W

e are finally coming out of the pandemic re-

Please respond with your Fair Share contribution

strictions, and I am looking forward to at-

of just $35 or a larger one by visiting the HRRA

tending events again!

website. All you need to process the payment is your

The first one on the schedule for some of you is the

Circle of Excellence

sm

(COE) Awards on July 31.

Every year we have several hundred members participate in this event to receive their award, and yet
many of them are not contributors to the
REALTORS Political Action Com®

Mary Ross Ellsworth

Chair, HRRPAC
Fundraising
Committee

NRDS number and a credit card. You can choose from
a one-time payment or set up a payment plan.
I want to congratulate the following members on
their contributions as of this writing:
•

Golden

ability to be successful at
your job is in part due to
the work we accomplish
with elected officials.
Month after month
I write pleas to you on
why you support RPAC.
This month I am going to
remind you of a few reasons that you should support
RPAC when we call you in the

Baisden,

Participation is a
huge goal for us
this year, and I am
looking to you to help
us make our goal
and stand out as an
example to other
associations
in Virginia.

next few weeks.
The most important reason to

members:

Chairman

of the Board Tanya Monroe, Deborah

mittee (RPAC). I find this to be
somewhat surprising as your

“R”

Cynthia

Hawks-White,

Dorcas Helfant-Browning, and Jay
Mitchell.
• Crystal
Jeremy

“R”
Johnson

members:
and

Mia

Roberson.
• Joining me at the Sterling
“R”

level:

Brenda

Dayla

Brooks,

Flohre,

Jimmy

Jackson, Jonathan McAchran
and our CEO, Dr. Dawn Kennedy.
Additionally, Emil Nazaryan

and Sherri Thaxton, both part of our
2021 leadership have also contributed.

support RPAC is that supports candidates

They are both Governor’s Cup level, which is $500.

who understand what we do for a living. Our industry

Great job to all of you have contributed, and I look

is one of the leading economic drivers during normal

forward to the rest of our leadership working with

times, but during Covid in Virginia we were the leader

other members to build our RPAC presence this year. ⌂

for the economy. Agents in other states were not as
lucky as we were in Virginia, they were not deemed
essential employees and therefore not able to continue
to work.
Continuing the fight to not add new taxes to us
is another excellent example of your RPAC dollars at
work.
At the COE awards this year, we will be selling
blinky rings and other fun items to support RPAC. I
hope that you will take that opportunity in addition to
other events this year.
Participation is a huge goal for us this year, and I
am looking to you to help us make our goal and stand
out as an example to other associations in Virginia.
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Understanding HB 5604

A

s long as I have been a property manager, the
would be taken. If payment were not received by the
normal time frame for sending a material non11th, the property manager would then file an unlawcompliance notice, formerly called a “pay or
ful detainer against the tenant, and the property manquit” letter, has been 5 days.
ager would normally get a court date for some time at
The COVID-19 pandemic changed all that via a
the end of that same month, but in most cases not until
special session of the Virginia General Assembly on
the middle of the following month.
Nov. 9, 2020. During that Special Session, HB 5604
At any time during these several weeks, the tenadded two provisions to the Virginia Residential Landant had the ability to pay in full and get caught up,
lord and Tenant Act related to non-compliance with the
or sometimes, set up a payment arrangement with the
rental agreement. Landlords must give a 14property manager. Again, this is often what
Lee Halyard
day notice of late rent payment rather
occurred, and once caught up the case
than five.
was dismissed with no further action
This new requirement has
taken.
In order to meet and
Chair, Property
the potential to impose a hardNow, we must wait until the
adhere to Ability to Repay
Management and
ship on rental property own14th of a particular month to
regulations, lenders cannot
Leasing Council
ers as they rely on the rental
start this action.
ignore an eventual payment
income to pay their mortgage
The second provision is
as part of the credit profile.
obligation, which in most
the requirement for property
Plus. it makes no sense in
cases is late if not received
managers to offer a payment
protecting
our
client
to
ignore
by the mortgage servicer by
plan to tenants struggling to
an upcoming debt, which
close of business on the 15th
pay rent. I know of no propercould cause financial
of any given month.
ty manager that thinks this is
Formerly, when a rent paya bad idea as it provides specific
strain a few months
ment was not received by the 6th,
guidelines
to keep the tenant on
down the road.
a property manager would normally
track and keep the owner whole. This
send the “material non-compliance nodoes place a little extra accounting burden
tice,” stating that the payment had not been reon the property manager, but the end definitely
ceived and inform the tenant to pay the rent and the
justifies the means.
late fee not later than five days from the date of the
Even prior to this requirement, our company, and
letter (which would be the 11th.)
I am sure others, have had tenants on payment plans
In many cases this is exactly what would occur.
from time to time.
The tenant would pay in full and no further action
Bad things do happen to good people. At the outset
of the lease, they have been thoroughly screened and,
in most cases, have been great tenants, paid the rent
on time, taken reasonably good care of the property
Housing Assistance Programs Available
and been good neighbors until they ran into difficult
circumstances. Many, if not most of these tenants, get
Matt DesRoches Marion Uzzle
Kimberly Vap
back on track and are offered a renewal and stay with
NMLS #: 659388
NMLS #: 211283
NMLS #: 796166
757.651.6288
757.729.7373
757.544.8934
no problems for the next term.
The current 14-day requirement mentioned above
was scheduled to sunset June 30, 2021.⌂

fultonbank.com/mortgage
Fulton Bank, N.A. Member FDIC. Subject to credit approval.
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IN BRIEF: Big news, small bites

Homegrown
education at
HRRA’s Alpha
College
Tanya Sekhon
Senior Vice President of School
Administration, Alpha College of Real
Estate

When it comes to education there
is no place like your own association.

designations are promoted nationally and

These last 15 to 16 months have not only

can skyrocket your earnings.

affected how we do business but also in

NAR tracks income production after

how we volunteer. One thing that has not

a designation, and the average person

changed for me as well, as is has for so

has a significant income jump with the

many others, is the ability to give back to

first designation. Here is the most recent

the communities in which we live.

NAR data: “Add designations, increase

It may look a little different, but the

who earn

result is the same. What can we do to help

professional designations have a distinct

better the lives of others? The pandemic

competitive edge as a result of their

has not only affected how we do business

increased expertise and marketability.

but also how we volunteer. Being able to

Based on 2013 NAR survey data, the

give back in the communities in which we

median income of REALTORS® without

live is humbling and extremely rewarding.

a designation was $33,500, and the

This year, our Community Involvement

median income of those with at least one

Advisory Group’s REALTORS® Have a

designation was $61,100: a difference of

Heart volunteer program is back on track

$27,600.”

and volunteering in so many ways.

your income. REALTORS

®

Efforts

have

included

grounds

What many members do not know is

While the real estate board requires

that education is part of the reason the

that CE be geared towards the public

cleanup at Edmarc Hospice for Children,

Hampton Roads REALTORS® Association

good, our trainings include those courses

landscaping as well as outdoor painting

is considered a nonprofit and granted that

that directly impact your bottom line.

at the Ronald McDonald House, our first

This variety of offerings is what

community-wide “Green Up Day” cleanup

HRRA is classified as a business

makes Alpha special. This July, we will be

and, most recently, the Habitat for

league, and as such must offer services

having Nate Johnson teach the National

Humanity Women’s Build, during which

that improve the industry. From the IRS

Association

“Smart

12 ladies helped to build a home for a

code: “To be exempt, a business league's

Growth for the 21st Century.” To register,

activities must be devoted to improving

log in here. You will not want to miss this

We didn’t let the heat keep us from

business conditions of one or more lines of

opportunity to prepare for the future of

doing what we love. If you have never had

status from the IRS.

business.”

of

REALTORS®

real estate. ⌂

offices. Some students are on a plan with
another school where they pay almost
double for pre-license in order to get free

Come from
contribution

because we have such a strong stable of
instructors, we can offer a huge variety

up with them again this fall to help build
for a veteran, so keep your eyes out for
information.
With so much negativity in the world,
being a light to so many is important. In

CE. It seems like a bargain, but it is not.
What makes Alpha’s CE different is that,

the opportunity to work alongside this
fabulous organization, we will be teaming

At Alpha we know that many brokers
offer continuing education (CE) in their

single mom with two daughters.

Tina Flowers
Vice Chair, Community
Involvement Advisory Group

of electives. No more sitting through the

our business, we have truly been blessed
during the pandemic, and many of us
have continued to work and care for our
families.
What did change was for those who

same material over and over.

may have already been struggling or

At Alpha we also offer National
Association of REALTORS® designations

Over the last year things have really

barely surviving. Let’s dig deep and see

and certifications. Just like you like to see

looked different. Our daily lives and

what we can do to help pull up others

the initials CPA after your accountant’s

business have all had to pivot and adjust

name and MD after your doctor’s name,

to a new normal. Even with restrictions

the public wants to see initials after your

being lifted, many of us may find that we

name – recognizable acronyms such as

have adjusted our lives to the new normal

GRI, ABR and SRS. These sanctioned NAR

for the long haul.

around us. ⌂
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Where is the summer market
heading?

I

t’s no secret that the Hampton Roads real estate
market has tracked with the national market. We
know it’s HOT. But will the market follow the summer weather pattern, or will we see some cooling off?
This is the question on everyone’s minds. So, let’s
address what could bring some shift to the market.

Courtney LaLonde,
NMLS# 1856186

Loan Officer,
Tidewater Mortgage
Services Inc.

The Economy
The following three trends could
bring some rebalancing to the market.
Inflation: When core inflation rises above 2% (which it just
did), we will see interest rates
rise. We also see the cost of
goods go up, leaving buyers
strained on budget.
The Fed: So far, the plan
is to continue to buy mortgage-backed securities but
if the Fed starts tapering like
other countries have started to
do, we will see a change in the 10year treasury yield which will push
rates higher.
Vaccines and opening: With vaccines
and rolling back restrictions, you will find fatigued buyers spending money elsewhere and going on vacation.
The obsession with “home” will subside slightly.

tional appraisal company, recently released data on the
percentage of appraisals that are coming in low in one of
the hottest markets in the country (Denver, Colorado).
Currently, 27% of appraisals are coming in low.
That’s up from 17% at the end of 2020. This is evidence
that buyers are being stretched to their limits in that
area. Is Denver a front runner for things to come?
One thing is certain. Price appreciation levels of late can’t be sustained. Historically we have seen that when the
cost of principal and interest exceeds 30% of income, then appreciation starts to slow. In many
areas we are bumping that
30% ceiling.
Further, interest rates will
put added pressure. If rates
only increase .5%, that is a
$30,000 reduction in buying
power (see chart).
But does this mean “bubble”?
The short answer is “no.” The
market is about supply and demand,
and in many local markets there is only
have about 5% of the supply we need for a balanced market. And if you think that we have a pipeline
of forbearance homes ready to come to market…think
again. 		
For those who can’t afford to stay, most have built
enough equity that they can sell without being upside
down. Further, if some of those homes start to come
to market, it won’t be a flood. It would be a staggered
“trickle” since everyone went into forbearance at
different times and had different terms for the length of
forbearance.
Finally, new construction hasn’t kept up to meet
the current demand. Builders have stopped production in
many areas due to lack of materials and labor. Further,
the cost of materials is making it more expensive to
build. Builders are at odds of trying to meet demand and
remain profitable. Production will pick up, but the price
of homes will go up as well.
So, no, the summer won’t see a “bubble.” What we
might see is a slight rebalancing of the market. If your
buyers think they will just wait it out and save to do
something next year, it could be a wash, but chances are

Affordability is
a key concern
for buyers, and
there is no better
tell-tale sign
than current
activity with
appraisals.

Affordability
Affordability is a key concern for buyers, and there
is no better tell-tale sign than current activity with appraisals. Again, every market is different, but FLS, a na-

it will cost them. ⌂
(Chart provided by Megan Aller, First American Title)
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Write-offs and their impact on
loan approval

S

o, you finally were able to obtain your dream

earn that. So, I didn’t really make $3,000. I only made

and bought a condo down at the beach. No

$1,000 after all my expenses, so I should only have to

more waiting in bumper-to-bumper traffic with

pay taxes on the $1,000 that went into my pocket.”

100-degree weather and screaming kids trying to get
over the Wright Memorial Bridge.
Nope, now you’re just a couple blocks walk from

Junior Gunter,
NMLS# 883774

This totally make sense, but here’s how that
write-off affects your loan approval. You can’t tell
Uncle Sam you only made $1,000 and then come to the

lying in the sun and swimming in the ocean.

lender and say, “Actually, I made $3,000. I just told the

On top of that, you figure you could subsidize your

government I made less so I’d have to pay less.” That

mortgage payment by renting it out while you’re not

puts lenders in a bind: Should I call the IRS and let

there. Plus, you have all the tax write-offs!

them know you committed tax fraud, or are

Taxes, insurance, repairs, cleaning and
even depreciation! But should you?
As a loan officer, a far-too-

Mortgage Loan

common issue we see is people

Consultant, Caliber

writing off everything under

Home Loans

the sun and no longer qualifying for a mortgage. Many
certified public accountants
(CPAs) and tax professionals are very good at reducing
taxable income, but when you
go to buy another house or refinance, all those deductions may
come back to haunt you.

you trying to commit mortgage fraud

Many certified public
accountants (CPAs) and
tax professionals are very
good at reducing taxable
income, but when you
go to buy another house
or refinance, all those
deductions may
come back to
haunt you.

after meeting a minimum credit score, next up for

I say that in jest, but the
bottom line holds true: you
can’t tell the government you
made nothing and then tell
your mortgage guy you made
a lot. The two positions just
don’t jive.
		

Am I saying not to

take any deductions? Absolutely
not. For instance, what you pay in

going to be counted against you in the
debut-to-income ratio, so by all means take those
deductions (if advised by a licensed tax professional).

review is your debt-to-income ratio. Simply put, your

I am saying, however, that you should speak with

outstanding monthly debt payments divided by your

a CPA, financial advisor and/or loan officer and educate

income.

yourself on all the pros and cons of your federal tax

So, you’re making $5,000 a month when your

filings. Explain your short- and mid-term goals, and

mortgage payment is only $2,000, which means a

then figure out the best way to proceed to accomplish

gain of $3,000, right? Well, maybe. Are you paying

these goals.

a management company 10%? Are you continually
spending $120 month on maintenance and cleaning
fees? Did you go all out on advertising to make sure
people knew your place was the place to stay in the
Outer Banks? All these expenses are coming out of
your profit.
Think of it this way. Tax deductions are a way to
say to the IRS, “Hey, government, while I made $3,000
profit of my rental, I had to spend an extra $2,000 to

38

actually make?

taxes, insurance and HOA fees are

First, you must remember how
lenders qualify you for a mortgage. By and large,

by claiming more income than you
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Communication

is

key

to

make

sure

all

professionals are working with your best interest in
mind. And don’t forget to wear sunscreen. ⌂

Are you getting the most from
your Affiliate relationships?

A

re you making the most of your Affiliate

each other for years. Make a point of talking to the

relationships?

person who seems out of place, new or just shy, and

By now, you’ve probably caught on to this

introduce that person to a few people that you might

month’s theme: getting the most out of your REALTOR®

already know. Connecting people sometimes feels even

benefits. But I ask you this, are you getting the most

better than making a new connection yourself.

out of your Affiliate relationships?
Your Affiliate partners are often the lifeline to

Attend the HRRA New Homes Expo (Sept. 9): This

what makes the everyday happen for REALTORS®.

is the one event where your Affiliate partners have

Sure, you probably already have your go-to
Kathy Turley

booths and ample space for you to peruse and

home inspector, mortgage loan officer

talk to them. Make a point of finding

and maybe even insurance or pest
Director of Marketing,

control company.
But when was the last time

Home Clean Heroes

you took a look at the “Find An
Affiliate” section on HRRA’s
website? Did you know that
there

are

three

different

home staging companies, or
two different carpet cleaners,
and

even

company

a
that

members?

housecleaning
are

Affiliate

out who will be exhibiting and

Your Affiliate partners
are often the lifeline to
what makes the everyday
happen for REALTORS®.
Sure, you probably
already have your go-to
home inspector, mortgage
loan officer and maybe
even insurance or pest
control company.

While you may not need certain

you’ve never met. While you’re
at it, mark your calendar for
the combined Wine & Cheese
Social and Chili Cook-Off &
Tailgate Party on Oct. 21.
Get

help

with

closing

gifts: Every new homeowner
loves a basket of goodies when
they close on their new home.

Why not make a basket and, in

Affiliate resources with every listing,
showing or closing you have, chances are you

visit those booths with Affiliates

addition to the token bottle of wine or
champagne, tuck in a gift card or brochure from

will need one of us at any point in time, and there’s no

a few Affiliate partners? After all, asking for things

better time than the present to start expanding your

like this is like asking for referrals, you won’t get them

network!

if you don’t ask! (Pro tip: There is also a closing gift

We are all so excited to get back to in-person events,
so it’s easy to gravitate towards those REALTORS® or

partner Affiliate member. Check out the search tool on
the website!)

other Affiliates you haven’t seen in person in quite

The wonderful people at all levels in HRRA

some time. Here are some easy tips for getting even

are what makes this a great organization. I’ve been

more out of the Affiliates and making new connections.

fortunate enough to reconnect with people I’ve met
prior to my current role or membership, and even

Talk to someone you’ve never seen or spoken
to before: The networking events are awesome

luckier to forge some new friendships, too. Try it for
yourself, you just might be surprised. ⌂

opportunities to do just that – expanding your network.
One thing that makes this organization so wonderful is
the great people.
From personal experience, I can tell you it can
be intimidating to walk into some of these events not
knowing a soul when it seems everyone else has known
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LEGAL CORNER

Desperate steps and “badges
of fraud”

M

ost people understand that in a civil trial

Court dismissed Brad from White’s personal injury

the burden of proof rests with the plaintiff,

lawsuit but kept Ann as a defendant in that case. On

the party making the claim. In some

Nov. 9, 2016, both Brad and Ann Llewellyn signed a

circumstances, though, the plaintiff can shift the

deed of gift granting Brad alone ownership of the

burden of proof to the defendant by presenting just

Henrico County residence as had been agreed in the

enough evidence to raise a “presumption” that the

divorce settlement agreement. However, Ann and their

defendant did what the plaintiff claim.
Once the presumption is made and
John Faber, Esq.

free.

the burden shifts, it is the defendant
who must disprove the plaintiff ’s

Williams Mullen

children continued to live in that house rent-

claim.
One area in which a
presumption

can

arise

is

in fraudulent conveyances
of real estate made with
the intent to delay, hinder
or defraud creditors. The
Virginia Supreme Court had
never explicitly stated whether
the burden of proof shifts from
the plaintiff to the defendant when

The Supreme Court
acknowledged the
authorities cited by the
Llewellyns but cited other
Virginia cases, holding that
that once a presumption is
raised, the burden of proof
shifts to the defendant to
disprove the plaintiff’s
allegations.

a presumption arises in a fraudulent
conveyance case, until May 6, 2021, when it
decided the case of White vs. Lllewellyn.

In the spring of 2018, a
jury in Henrico County awarded
White $1.5 million in damages
for her personal injury claim
against Ann. Also that spring,
White filed a separate suit
against both Ann and Brad
Llewellyn seeking to void the
conveyance of the Henrico
County house to Brad as a
fraudulent conveyance meant
to hinder her ability to attach

the house to satisfy her $1.5 million

judgment. The Circuit Court agreed
with White that she had presented enough
evidence to raise the presumption that the conveyance

Ann and Brad Llewellyn bought a home in Henrico

to Brad was fraudulent but held that the Llewellyns

County in 2011. Driving out of the driveway of the home

had rebutted the presumption by presenting at

on July 21, 2013, Ann Llewellyn hit a vehicle driven by

least a minimum level of plausible evidence that the

Ann Michelle White. White suffered personal injuries

transaction was genuine.

from the crash requiring several surgeries. She sued

It thus refused to shift the burden of proof to the

both Ann and Brad Llewellyn for damages from those

Llewellyns to persuade the court that the transaction

injuries in Henrico County Circuit Court on July 10,

was not fraudulent, meaning the burden of proof

2015.

remained with White. She failed to carry the burden

By the time of the accident, the Llewellyns had
been experiencing marital difficulties and went

according to the Circuit Court, so the court dismissed
the fraudulent conveyance case.

through a series of separations and reconciliations.

White appealed to the Virginia Supreme Court,

Ultimately, the Llewellyns finalized their divorce on

arguing that once the presumption of a fraudulent

Dec. 30, 2015, during the pendency of White’s personal

conveyance arose the burden of proof shifted to the

injury suit against them. Their settlement agreement

Llewellyns to prove that the conveyance to Brad was

provided that Brad Llewellyn would retain ownership

a bona fide transaction not intended to hinder, defraud

of the Henrico County residence and Ann retained sole

or delay her as a judgment creditor.

ownership of a second house.
On Jan. 28, 2016, the Henrico County Circuit

Before ruling on White’s contention, the court
explained that a presumption of fraudulent conveyance
(continued on next page...)
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Please log into the member portal at HRRA.com to pay.

(Legal Corner, continued from previous page)
arises when certain “badges of fraud” are

shift the burden of proof.

and clear evidence.

present. The badges of fraud include (1)

They argued that they had presented

The court resolved the split between

retention of an interest in the transferred

sufficient evidence to indicate that theirs

the anti-shift authorities cited by the

property by the transferor, (2) transfer

was a bona fide transaction not meant to

Llewellyns and the pro-shift line of cases the

between family members for allegedly

defraud White and thus had rebutted the

court described by ruling that, in Virginia,

preceding debt, (3) pursuit of the transferor

presumption, including the facts that (1)

once one or more badges of fraud have

or the threat of litigation by the transferor’s

the conveyance was made as negotiated in

been shown and raised the presumption

creditors at the time of transfer, (4) lack of

their divorce settlement without regard to

that a fraudulent conveyance occurred, the

or gross inadequacy of consideration for

White’s pending personal injury suit, (2)

burden shifts to the defendant to not only

the transfer, (5) retention of possession

the conveyance was made before Brad had

minimally rebut that presumption, but to

of the property by the transferor, and (6)

been dismissed from the personal injury

prove by strong and clear evidence that the

fraudulent incurrence of indebtedness

case, meaning that at that time the house

conveyance was a bona fide transaction.

after the conveyance. Even one badge of

was still vulnerable if the Llewellyns lost

The Henrico County Circuit Court

fraud may be sufficient to mark a transfer

the personal injury case, (3) Ann retained

used the wrong standard for determining

as fraudulent, and the transfer between

title to the couple’s second home in her own

who had the burden of proof, so the

the Llewellyns seemed to have more than

name, and (4) Ann and their children had

Supreme

one.

remained in the house so the children could

whether White nor the Llewellyns should

Although

the

presumption

of

Court

could

not

determine

a

stay close to the schools they attended at

have won the case at the Circuit Court

fraudulent conveyance was established,

the time of the divorce and help alleviate

level and remanded the case for further

the Llewellyns argued that the burden of

some of the emotional trauma of the

proceedings using the proper standard.

proof remained with White and did not

divorce.

Property

owners

sometimes

take

shift to them. They pointed out that the

The Supreme Court acknowledged

desperate steps to protect their property

Virginia Rules of Evidence specifically

the authorities cited by the Llewellyns but

from the reach of creditors, including

say

provided

cited other Virginia cases, holding that

conveyances that bear some badges of

by Virginia common law or statute”, a

that

“unless

otherwise

that once a presumption is raised, the

fraud. Creditors seeking to undo those

presumption requires the party against

burden of proof shifts to the defendant to

conveyances will probably find it easier

whom it is directed to present evidence to

disprove the plaintiff ’s allegations.

to do so based on the decision in White v.

rebut or meet the presumption, but does

Some of those cases indicated that

not shift the burden of proof to that party.

when badges of fraud were shown, the

In addition, several Virginia cases hold

defendant/grantee was required to prove

that a presumption does not automatically

the fairness of the transaction by strong

Llewellyn. ⌂

Friendly, expert service from your
local home loan professionals

Mary Garner DeVoe
Account Executive
T: 800.282.7131 Ext. 1296
C: 804.453.8757
MaryGarnerD@orhp.com
my.orhp.com/marygarnerdevoe
www.orhp.com

The professionals at Caliber Home Loans, Inc. are committed to
helping homeowners and homebuyers find loan options that fit
their needs. Whether you’re purchasing a new home or refinancing,
we can help you find a solution that is right for you.
For more information on how we
can assist you, contact a member
of our team today!
Virginia Branch: 757-612-3500 | www.caliberhomeloans.com/virginiabeach
David Burchett NMLS# 457783 629 Phoenix Drive, Suite 175 Virginia Beach, VA 23452. Caliber Home Loans, Inc., 1525 S. Beltline Rd Coppell, TX 75019
NMLS ID #15622 (www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org). 1-800-401-6587. Copyright © 2018. All Rights Reserved. This is not an offer to enter into an agreement. Not all customers will qualify. Information, rates, and programs are subject to change without prior notice. All products are subject to credit
and property approval. Not all products are available in all states or for all dollar amounts. Other restrictions and limitations apply. #22150_VA_DB
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Real estate and re-emerging
after the pandemic

I

n the aftermath of the pandemic we are seeing fast

how they've weathered their last 15 months and ask

increases in the 2021 real estate market, which

whether they need to make a move. Being prepared

were brought about by the previous year’s slowed

with what the market is doing in a certain area helps.

economy. Even so, the housing statistics in 2020 were
phenomenal as well!
According to the Hampton Roads housing statistics

being purchased with escalation clauses and appraisal

for August 2020, 19.02% more homes were sold that

guarantees, and this effects the prices we are seeing in

August than in August 2019 (2,503 total). The median

most markets (if not all).

sales price was $279,900, which is a 7.65% year-overBrenda Tokarz

Chair, REALTOR®/
Lawyer Committee

However, getting specific to their neighborhoods is
of paramount importance because so many homes are

year increase. The average market time was

How have you prepared for this summer selling
season? What contract changes and new

47 days.

addendums should you be brushing

Today,

those

stats

pale

in comparison right now in
Hampton Roads, where 77%
of the homes listed sell in 30
days or less at a sales price
average of $328,411. Over
3,200 homes sold at the end
of April 2021.
So,
mean

what
for

does

this

REALTORS®?

I

would imagine it means we
are working very hard with the

up on? What will become of the

What contract changes
and new addendums
should you be brushing up
on? What will become of
the COVID-19 addendum
facilitated to protect
ourselves and clients?
How long before it's no
longer required?

demand the market is providing.

to protect ourselves and clients?
How long before it's no longer
required?
I realize that in our area
we are just beginning to
open up offices, getting back
to open houses and meeting
clients in person. Take the
time to brush up on what the
market is showing and how you

can best help your sellers and buyers

I am also going out on a limb here and
saying, “We ain't seen nothing yet!”

COVID-19 addendum facilitated

to make it a smoother transition!
I think it’s safe to say that a lot of our clients

For many families the dynamics of the home

feel like the bear coming out of hibernation and

lifestyle has changed, and in many cases the once-

foraging around trying to get their bearings and will

convenient home they've lived in for the last 5-plus

need your guidance more than ever!

years had been satisfactory (that is, until they had to

HRRA offers a lot of great information as well as

be home 24-7). Then things changed and that once-

committee meetings, including Government Affairs

satisfactory home became pretty small in comparison.

Committee,

Then, of course, what else happened when everyone

Network and many more. Most are still via Zoom,

was home all the time was expansion of the family!

so you don't have to worry about getting dressed or

All of this means it’s even more important than
ever to reach out to your old and new clients to see

Resale

Council, Young

Professionals

driving but rather jumping on the computer to check
(continued on page 46...)

Education, virtual networking and more in 2021.
Zoom with us! Learn more at HRRA.com
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4 considerations to ensure a
seamless closing

H

urray for Closing Day! For most of your

is acceptable, whether it’s a cashier’s check from a

clients, Closing Day is a significant and highly

bank or a secure wire transfer arranged and verified in

memorable event. As their REALTOR , you

advance to safeguard against cyber fraud.

®

can help create a fantastic memory for your clients by
coaching them on a few simple points.

If wiring funds, we must be able to confirm
the receipt of wired funds prior to closing. Here we

With these pieces accounted for and in place some

sometimes see insufficient funds brought to closing, or

of the most common causes for delays in closing can

clients who planned to initiate a wire transfer at the

be avoided altogether. While some of these may seem

closing table using their phone (fraught with peril and

downright remedial, they are nevertheless
Mark Macuk

Remember, an ounce of prevention is
Sales and Marketing

delay is this scenario)! If your clients are

among the most frequent issues we see.
worth a pound of cure.

Executive, TitleQuest

Here are four considerations
to ensure a seamless closing:
•

Identification. After a

warm greeting upon arrival
to closing, the first thing we
will ask to see from your clients
is a valid, government-issued
picture ID. It is essential that we,

receiving proceeds and are offered the

If your clients are
receiving proceeds and
are offered the option
of having these wired
directly into their account,
coming prepared with
the appropriate banking
information and a voided
check to attach to the
closing documents
goes a long way.

as closing agents and notaries public,

into

their

account,

coming

prepared with the appropriate
banking information and a
voided check to attach to the
closing documents goes a
long way.
There may also be unique
variables as to how proceeds
can be disbursed depending
on the entities involved, i.e.
where a trust or business entity is

concerned. Any questions regarding

are able to confirm the identity of the

these details can be addressed in advance

signers.
The common issues we see here are a failure to

option of having these wired directly

with your friendly and knowledgeable title
processor!

bring an ID at all, an ID that has expired, or an ID

•

where the name on the ID does not match that on the

relationship to other variables. For example, if the

documents to be signed. For example, our documents

window of time between final walk-through and

show a newly minted married surname, while the ID

closing is too narrow, there may be insufficient time to

still notes the former name.

effectively address and remedy issues arising at walk-

If we are aware of these issues in advance, we can

Timing. Schedule the closing appropriately in

through prior to arriving at the closing table.

guide your clients to solutions which may simply include

•

bringing a second type of valid ID, a Social Security

a ratified contract, your clients can expect a flurry of

document reflecting a name change, or documents

communication, from us on the title side, to lenders,

from the DMV confirming a renewed license is being

home inspectors and others involved in the process.

processed or that an upcoming DMV appointment is

The communication in the final days leading up to

scheduled.

closing can be every bit as important. This may include

•

Communication. From the moment we receive

Money. Buying, selling or refinancing a home is

last minute changes in the amount of funds needed to

a monetary transaction. If funds are required to close,

close, or even the correct office location where closing is

it is important your clients have the correct and final

to be held. True enough!

figure before closing, and that the method of payment

(continued on page 46...)
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5 steps to get the most bang for
your Affiliate membership buck

A

ffiliate members are firms or individuals that

sociation can take you far! When REALTORS® see that

want to acquire knowledge and information

you want to contribute to their success and support

about REALTORS® and/or offer support to

their ability to do business in Hampton Roads, they

those in the industry. Affiliate members have a wide

easily tend to return the favor. HRRA offers many ac-

range of backgrounds, including attorneys, banks,

tivities, such as kickball and mini golf tourneys. When

lenders, home inspectors, builders, movers and even

you participate in these events, it gives you the chance

plumbers.

to connect with REALTOR® partners and figure out
how to be a valuable part of their business.

An Affiliate membership provides you

•

with the means to stay connected
Rachel T. Kane,

and get involved with REAL-

NMLS #2063796

TORS® and fellow industry
professionals. However, the

Mortgage Loan
Officer, Tidewater
Mortgage Services
Inc.

huge question is, are you
making the most of your
Affiliate membership?
Being an active and engaged Affiliate entails a
lot, and the most important is building a relationship with REALTORS®
and other like-minded industry professionals. Affiliate
members can’t call themselves

An Affiliate
membership provides
you with the means to
stay connected and get
involved with REALTORS®
and fellow industry
professionals. However,
the huge question is,
are you making the
most of your Affiliate
membership?

REALTORS® because they are not

for things to happen never got anyone
anywhere. Join a HRRA committee! If that is too much, make it a
point to attend that committees’
meetings. Consistency alone
can help you build relationships. But committee support
lets REALTORS® know you
are dedicated, see your work
ethic, and show what a strong
business affiliate you can be!
•

Make

connections

on

social media: With your affiliate
membership, you have better chances

of meeting realtors. Technology has even

engaged in selling real estate. However,

made that easier these days. Reach out to

building strong relationships with REALTORS® will

REALTORS® using social media platforms such as

give you an edge in this competitive market.

Facebook, LinkedIn or Instagram to make connections

Let’s take a look at how you can make the most of your

and invite them to HRRA events and meetings. These

Affiliate membership:

networks will be quite beneficial to you as an affiliate.

•

Not only a great business connection, but content you

Show honesty: From a REALTORS®’ perspective,

it is understandable that not every lender can originate

share can get more exposure.

every loan, or not every builder can do every repair.

•

When you are presented with a scenario by a REAL-

cuses for why you can’t participate on some level with

TOR®, don’t just say you can do it.

HRRA. Hold yourself accountable to the consistency of

As an example, not every lender can do every type
of loan. If you are not the best lender then pass it on

Hold yourself accountable: Don’t use flimsy ex-

being present. When you are present, your growth potential enhances greatly.

to a lender that is. Industry professionals will respect

Building strong relationships has always been the

this you will become a more trustworthy partner. As in

backbone of success. It doesn’t matter if you’re an ap-

many cases, communication is key, so make sure you

praiser, a loan officer, home inspector, etc. The few tips

are always informing the appropriate parties.

above you will make you trustworthy in the eyes of RE-

•

Create value: Sitting and sending emails once a

week these days won’t cut it. Providing value to the as-
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Be proactive: Sitting and waiting
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ALTORS® and will help your business thrive. ⌂

You don’t know what you don’t
know, so use your REALTOR®
benefits to their fullest

I

have discovered so much more that being a part of
Hampton Roads REALTORS Association has to

One my favorite benefits (besides all of the fun
and educational events) is the National Association

given me back more than I have put into it.

of the resources and tools at your fingertips. I know

be a part of the Habitat for Humanity Women’s Week

many REALTORS® who pay every month to have

Build through HRRA’s REALTORS Have a
Heart volunteerism program, partici-

Chair, That’s Who We
R Advisory Group

of REALTORS® Resource Center. You won’t believe all

Just in the past two months I had the privilege to
®

Katie Verhalen

builds you up to be a leader in your community.

offer. Getting involved in the association has truly

®

professionals post content on their website,
blogs and social media.

pated in the Affiliates Council-sponsored Mini Golf Tournament to
benefit charity, of which allowed
me to interact with other REALTORS® and Affiliates with
whom I hadn’t had the opportunity to meet before.
The educational zoom
sessions are priceless, too.
You don’t know what you don’t
know. In May, for example, our
association had the opportunity
to have a national speaker, Pulitzer

In the past I have
been hesitant to go to
events because I felt I
didn’t know anyone and
didn’t feel I have a place.
This last year has taught
me every one of us has a
place in this association.
We are literally in this
together.

winner Bill Dedman, who explored the
groundbreaking investigation of housing dis-

The resource center is full
of national professional marketing campaigns, videos, graphics, logos that are easy to post
yourself in less than five
minutes, saving you money
and utilizing your tools. Your
marketing will look professional and let your clients
know you care.
Not sure how to leverage
these tools or where to begin? Visit

https://www.nar.realtor/thats-who-

we-r/examples-of-usage, which explains
the National Association of REALTORS®

crimination by Long Island real estate agents and bro-

(NAR) That’s Who We R campaign. It gives you so many

kerages. It made you truly see how important systems

great examples of utilizing the resources and how to

and processes are to your business.

incorporate them into your business. Offerings include

Every month our REALTOR®/Lawyer forums are

newsletters, social media strategies, event signage and

packed full of pertinent information that you will use

even merchandise to take your marketing to the next

today in your business. I am learning new ideas, lead-

level. With online marketing content has never been

ership skills, resources and tools for my business and

more important.

so much more via these gatherings

Have you ever wondered how do they get that

In the past I have been hesitant to go to events be-

REALTOR® zoom background? Our HRRA That’s Who

cause I felt I didn’t know anyone and didn’t feel I have

We R Advisory Group put together a quick tutorial

a place. This last year has taught me every one of us

to walk you through the easy process. Check out our

has a place in this association. We are literally in this

quick video to get yours.

together.

Do you have questions or not sure how to navigate

If you see me a HRRA event and don’t know any-

all of the resources NAR has to offer? Join our That’s

one, come sit next to me. You will quickly feel the wel-

Who We R Advisory Group Ambassador Program. We

coming spirit of this association members and hard-

meet via Zoom every other month for 30 minutes. You’ll

working staff. Being a part of the association literally

have the opportunity to ask questions and get hands

Source: The Wolf Report, March 2021 © 2021 The Wolf Report., All rights reserved.

(continued on page 48...)
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(Helpful tools for waterfront buyers, continued from page 28)
trapping pollutants before they reach the waterway and minimizing shoreline erosion by slowing down the flow of runoff.
What does this mean for waterfront buyers? Often buyers
would like to remove trees to build decks, install a pool, add a path
down to the waterway, or simply for a better view of the water. The
buffer is protected by the Bay Act and local ordinances. Cities and
counties in Hampton Roads are required to administer programs
to protect the vegetation in the 100-foot buffer and limit the impacts of adding decks, sheds, or similar improvement projects.
Homeowners are often required to offset the impacts of their
project by planting additional trees and shrubs or reducing the
amount of hard surface on their lot. They will need to submit an
application to the locality that describes the project and the mitigation measures to be taken. If approved, the locality grants a
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area permit. Local staff are standing by to help homeowners with the process.
You can assist your client by checking to see if the property
they are interested in is located within the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area. The Hampton Roads Planning District Commission
along with their friends at askHRgreen.org developed an address
look-up tool that you can use to point your clients in the right direction. You simply enter the property address, and the tool will
let you know if the property is within the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area. It also provides a link to reach out to local staff for
further information.

Good to do
When your client is considering a property near the water,
keep them in the know about flood risk, flood insurance, and requirements for home improvement projects in Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Areas. Waterfront homebuyers want to protect their
investment from flooding and avoid surprise permitting requirements due to the Bay Act. Be sure to share these resources:

Good to Know
Learn more about flood
risk in Hampton Roads
Good to Do
Protect property with
flood insurance

Good to Know
Learn more about how
homeowners can protect
water quality
Good to Do
Discover which properties
are covered by the Bay Act

(Real estate and re-emerging after the pandemic,
continued from page 42)

(4 considerations to ensure a seamless closing,
continued from page 43)

out the many meetings. Most are held monthly with great guest

With three office locations to conveniently serve our

speakers and wonderful information that will help you to better

community, we sometimes see clients who miss an email

help your clients.

confirming closing information and show up at one of our

I know a lot of agents hunkered down during the pandemic

other locations. This is readily accommodated if we have an

and are just now getting back out into their locals haunts and

open conference room and closer at that time, but if that

meeting up with clients, families and friends, so it’s even more

location is fully booked, it is an inconvenience which can be

important that you are prepared for whatever happens in our local

easily avoided.

real estate market. We on the REALTOR®/Lawyer Committee are

While it is true that the issues touched on here are

working diligently to bring you relevant information on a host

routinely overcome and are not intended to alarm, it is also

of topics, including foreclosure/forbearance, appraisals, divorce

true that a delay in closing can have a lasting impact on how

sales and more to help keep you informed and out of REALTOR

your clients recall their experience. Over time when they

®

hot water!
Please join us at 1 p.m. on the second Thursday of every

remember their closing Day, they will primarily remember
you, their REALTOR®.

month except July (no meeting) and September (the meeting will

What feelings do you want associated with that

be held during the HRRA New Homes Expo on Sept. 9) to get

recollection? Help to ensure a seamless closing and benefit

the latest information. Soon we will be able to meet again in the

from the positive memories your clients will forever associate

building to reacquaint ourselves with how much fun our meetings

with it.

can be! ⌂
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Welcome, New HRRA Members!
PROSPECTIVE REALTOR® MEMBERS
Amor M. Allette
Kristie Lynne Beatty
Katherine K Bell
Christina Bergren
Janak Bhusal
Melissa A. Boyce
Latrilla Boyd
Emmalee Maria Boynton
Amanda Broadus
John A. Castiglioni
Jennifer G Champion
Linda L. Chance
Cheryl Chester
Krystle Conklin
Shannan Crayton
Lloyd Crocker Jr
Ruth Cuthbertson
Sharon Y Daugherty
Heike G Dillard
Micholas Douglass
Alan Driskell
Richard Eisloeffel
Shirley L. Franklin
Tamara M Funkhouser
Reynard Gidds
Latoya R. Godfrey
Thomas A Gross JR
Alanna Hatcher
Marcus T. Hills
Dominique S Hines
Barbara Hodge
Katherine C. Hoffman
Steven N. Holcomb
Amy Hollis
Christine W Hooker
Katie Marie Hopper
Mari M. Hutchison
Chanta Johnson-Waters
Sean E. Jones
David Kidd
Cathy Lancaster
Kyle M. Louder
Terrance Mathis
Jennifer Lyne McPherson
Marla S. McPherson
Jamie Meads
Thomas M. Mierle
Cynthia L Mills
Katie M. Moegenberg
Stephen P. Moore
Cynthia Murphy
Alan Murray
Christopher Olander
Areca Oliff
Enesa Ososkalo
Wanda Pearson
Alex Peterson
Lisa Marie Petrone
Rhonda A. Petty
Pamela Pippen
Orando Posada
Christian Rivera
Yonet T. Rivers
Lisa Roby
Theodore W. Rodes

Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
The Real Estate Group
CRESCAS Real Estate
Redfin Corp
eXp Realty LLC
Rock Steady Group
Victory Allegiance Realty
Green Tree Realty Hampton Road
Swell Real Estate Co.
Exit Realty
North End Realty Group
eXp Realty LLC
The Bryant Group
Howard Hanna
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
eXp Realty LLC
eXp Realty LLC
Keller Williams Town Center
ERA Real Estate Professional
Keller Willaims Town Center
eXp Realty LLC
Crescas Real Estate
Rose & Womble Realty
Howard Hanna Real Estate Services
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Keller Williams Town Center
RE/WARD Real Estate LLC
Century 21 Nachman
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Keller Williams Hines
Howard Hanna Real Estate Services
eXp Realty LLC
Keller Williams Town Center
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
The Real Estate Group
Greater Atlantic Shores Properties
Rose & Womble Realty
Century 21 Gold Market Realty
Keller Williams Town Center
Bowman Realty
The Real Estate Group
Exit Realty Central
Crawford & Nelson LLC
Rose & Womble Realty
Rose & Womble Realty
Berkshire Hathaway Services
Triumph Realty Corporation
Sand & Sea Inc.
Exit Realty Central
Rose & Womble Realty
Savage Three Inc.
eXp Realty LLC
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Keller Williams Elite-WB
Keller Williams Realty
Long & Foster Real Estate Inc.
Rose & Womble Realty
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Redfin Corp.
Rose & Womble Realty
Vertical Real Estate
World Class Realty and Associates
The Real Estate Group
Creed Realty
Iron Valley Real Estate Virginia

Christina S. Russell
Patrice A. Roper
Cynthia A. Runnells
Denise M Russell
Darin Scott
Faneita Scott
Stephanie N. Sears
Lori M. Shipley
Timothy Shirk
Brian Silvers
Jessica L. Snipe
Tifanee Soldi
Shana Stanley
Joel E. Stewart
Michelle Tatro
Mark D Taylor
Trent H Taylor
Whitney L. Thomas

Paragon Real Estate Group
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Howard Hanna Real Estate Service
Keller Williams Town Center
Keller Williams Elite-WB
Long & Foster Real Estate
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Century 21 Nachman Realty
Rose & Womble
KBL Companies
Paragon Real Estate Group
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
eXp Realty LLC
Swell Real Estate Co.
eXp Realty LLC
eXp Realty LLC
CapCenter LLC
Better Homes & Gardens
Native American Group
Keller Williams Town Center
Sand & Sea Inc.
Rose & Womble Realty
Keller Williams Town Center
Paragon Real Estate Group
Keller Williams Town Center
eXp Realty LLC
The Real Estate Group
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
RE/MAX Alliance
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices
Reese Legacy Group, LLC
Atlantic Sotheby’s International
Keller Williams Coastal Virginia
Exit Realty Central

Anne E. Tingle
Rebecca J Tower
Austin Tydings
Kayley Tylman
Oneisha E. Ubiles
Chrystal Ueltschi
Brittany Walker
Lori Watson
Jordan Weare
Madison West
Charles A.Wilcox
Nancy Y. Wilcox
Frederick O Williams
Kordell A Williams
Jerod Wilson
Malik D. Wilson

NEW AFFILIATE MEMBERS
SOS Solutions
Nations Lending Corporation
SWBC
Erin Zabel State Farm
Tag-Ink, Inc.
Dragas Companies
AmeriTribe LLC

Stephanie Adams
Ashton Epps
C. J. Little
Erin Zabel
Judy Collier
Laura Kelley
Jonathan Williams

NEW SECONDARY MEMBERS
Sharon Y Daugherty
Erika Hendrickson
Anne E Tingle

Keller Williams Town Center
FIT Real Estate
Keller Williams Town Center

HRRA MEMBERSHIP AS OF MAY 31, 2021
Active REALTORS®:

3,847

Affiliate Members:

776
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(You don’t know what you don’t know, so use your REALTOR®
benefits to their fullest, continued from page 45)

on training to utilize the marketing campaigns and other tools.
Any REALTOR® can be an Ambassador and discover all their
membership has to offer.
Just send me a quick email at Katie@judyreedteam.com. I’ll
put you on the list for our upcoming Sept. 8 meeting by Zoom at
10:30 a.m. Zoom meeting. It’s quick, fun and educational, and you
could win a prize basket!
My hope for my fellow REALTORS® is that you will make
the decision today to get involved with HRRA and utilize your resources to make a powerful impact on your business. This time
next year you will wonder why you waited so long to get involved.
Hope to see you at the “HRRA homecoming” on July 15, at the New
Homes Expo on Sept. 9, at the combined Chili Cook-Off & Tailgate
Party and Wine & Cheese Social on Oct. 21! ⌂

Your Clients’ Dream Home

is a Closing Away.

Title Insurance & Settlement Services
Greenbrier • Lynnhaven • Harbour View
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757.962.9844
titlequest.net

